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Abstract

PROTECTING BIODIVERSITY:  APPLYING
GAP ANALYSIS IN SPOKANE COUNTY,

WASHINGTON

by Matthew Robert Stevenson

Chairperson of the Supervisory Committee: Associate Professor Frank V. Westerlund,
Department of Urban Design and Planning

GAP analysis, which uses land cover, wildlife habitat relationship models, and other data

to predict the distribution of terrestrial vertebrates, provides information which can be

applied to landscapes and regions in order to ensure that land management and land use

plans more effectively incorporate the protection of biodiversity. Although these data

have been analyzed at the statewide level, the analysis was conducted using ecoregions

and vegetation zones. These ecologically determined units do not translate directly to the

politically determined boundaries of counties. The GAP data must be significantly

manipulated, analyzed, and interpreted before they can beneficially inform the planning

process at this scale. The methodologies described in this thesis were developed through a

pilot implementation project in Spokane County, Washington and were created in an

attempt to link biological knowledge to the County’s Critical Areas Ordinance and

comprehensive plan.

The first main chapter establishes the regional context for this effort by examining the

current conservation status of vegetation zones and terrestrial vertebrates in Spokane

County. The methods chapter explores the implications associated with using a predictive

model such as GAP and details the methodologies used in determining which lands in the

County are important for protecting biodiversity.



The analysis chapter documents the potential results of these methods, including an

examination of the distribution and conservation status of terrestrial vertebrates and

vegetation zones throughout the County both before and after the creation of a system of

corridors and reserves. The discussion chapter details the steps that would likely succeed

the initial application efforts, and addresses a range of available mechanisms for

implementation including incentives, regulation, and acquisition. The discussion chapter

also includes a summation of interviews conducted with several of the project

participants, followed by an examination of the implications of their statements for the

expansion of this effort into other counties.

The three appendices include:  the entire listing of the predicted distribution, current level

of protection, and potential level of protection under the proposed system of corridors and

reserves for every species predicted to occur in Spokane County; the complete transcripts

from the telephone interviews conducted with project participants; and a detailed

description of the methods used to conduct Washington GAP.
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GLOSSARY

Accipiter . "Long tailed woodland raptors with rounded wings adapted for hunting among
the trees.  Typical flight consists of several quick beats and a glide.  Sexes are similar,
female larger. Size not always reliable in separating the three species.  They may almost
overlap but not quite.  Food: chiefly birds, some small mammals" (Peterson 1990).
Refers to goshawks (Accipiter gentilis), sharp-shinned hawks (Accipiter striatus), and
Cooper’s hawks (Accipiter cooperii) for this thesis.

Biodiversity. The range of living organisms and the processes which created and sustain
them.

Ecoregion. Contiguous areas of generally similar climate and geologic history (Cassidy
et al. 1997).

Ecotone.  The typically “fuzzy” boundary or edge found between ecoregions.

Eminent Domain. Also known as condemnation, the use of eminent domain entails the
taking of private land for a public purpose, subject to due process and just compensation.

Highest and Best Use. The legal use of a parcel of land which, when capitalized, will
generate the greatest net present property value of income (Clauretie and Sirmans 1996).

Herptile . The taxonomic group including reptiles and amphibians.

Police Power. The source of power for zoning and subdivision regulation, which rests on
the common law doctrine that governments have the right to enact regulations pertaining
to private property and activities to safeguard public health, safety, morals and welfare of
the community. The exercise of police power does not require just compensation.

Rough Proportionality. The requirement that a reasonable relationship exists between a
development project and the conditions or exactions required for approval of the project.

Ungulate. Refers to all hoofed species, such as deer, elk and moose.

Vulnerable Aggregation. Vulnerable aggregations include those species or groups of
animals susceptible to significant population declines, within a specific area or statewide,
by virtue of their inclination to aggregate. Examples include heron rookeries, seabird
concentrations, marine mammal haulouts, shellfish beds, and fish spawning and rearing
areas (WDFW 1996).
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

AML. Arc Macro Language

CAO. Critical Areas Ordinance

ESA. Endangered Species Act

GAP. Gap Analysis Program

GIS. Geographic Information System

GMA.  Growth Management Act

INLT. Inland Northwest Land Trust

IUGA.  Interim Urban Growth Area

MMU.  Minimum Mapping Unit

PHS. Priority Habitats and Species

RTE. Rare, threatened, and endangered (species)
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PREFACE

‘Beyond the shadow of the ship,
I watched the water-snakes:

They moved in tracks of shining white,
And when they reared, the elfish light

Fell off in hoary flakes.

‘Within the shadow of the ship
I watched their rich attire:

Blue, glossy green, and velvet black,
They coiled and swam; and every track

Was a flash of golden fire.

‘O happy living things! no tongue
Their beauty might declare:

A spring of love gushed from my heart,
And I blessed them unaware!

Sure my kind saint took pity on me,
And I blessed them unaware.

‘The selfsame moment, I could pray;
And from my neck so free

The Albatross fell off, and sank
Like lead into the sea.’

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, The Rime of the Ancient Mariner



CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

The process of finding, preserving, and connecting the remaining biologically significant

habitats near urban areas should be established as one of the primary activities of land use

planning. The rapacious appetite for land and resources in this country has wreaked havoc

on the natural environment, and if this unsustainable behavior is not reversed or

drastically modified, we will eventually alter the natural environment to the point where

it cannot support civilization as we know it. Saving this habitat will help to maintain

biological diversity (biodiversity) and provide numerous benefits to humans. However,

the astonishing rate of human population growth leaves very little time for indecision:

we must act immediately to protect our world before we destroy it.

Biodiversity is the range of living organisms and the processes which created and sustain

them. Human impacts upon the landscape in the form of resource extraction, agricultural

conversion, and urban development have had a significant negative cumulative impact:

biodiversity is being lost to such a degree that the present rate of extinction rivals the

catastrophic loss of species at the end of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic eras. The current

rate at which species are becoming extinct is 1,000 to 10,000 times higher than before

human intervention (Wilson 1986). The Nature Conservancy estimates that 200 plant

species and 71 species and subspecies of vertebrates have gone extinct in North America

(excluding Mexico) since European settlement (Noss and Cooperrider 1994).

Furthermore, by failing to act immediately, we run the risk of condemning over 50

percent of all remaining terrestrial life-forms to extinction.1 The condition of ecosystems

                                                
1 The field of island biogeographic theory has empirically demonstrated that a reduction

of 90 percent of available habitat will result in a loss of approximately 50 percent of all
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is even worse than individual species:  according to the Office of Technology

Assessment, “twenty-three ecosystem types that once covered about half the

conterminous United States now cover about 7 percent” (Winckler 1992). Urban and

agricultural development bear a large degree of responsibility for this elimination of

habitat. For example, in eastern Washington, nearly 90% of the Palouse vegetation zone

has been converted to agricultural use (Cassidy 1997).

The reasons for this ecological catastrophe are complex, but to a large degree the

responsibility can be attributed to the way in which cities, counties and regions have

chosen to locate, organize, and regulate land uses (see Figure 1). Perhaps in partial

recognition of this, the State of Washington adopted the Growth Management Act (RCW

36.70A) in 1990, which includes in its requirements that jurisdictions planning under the

act “...conserve fish and wildlife habitat...” (goal 9) and “…protect the environment…”

(goal 10). An additional legal imperative facing counties and regions is the Federal

Endangered Species Act (ESA) which provides a mechanism for species (or populations

of species) to be listed as endangered. Once this has occurred, severe limitations may be

placed upon local land use activities and it is unquestionably within every jurisdiction’s

best interests to avoid endangered species listings if at all possible (USFWS 1988).

In addition to meeting these regulatory requirements, why should cities, counties, and

regions be concerned with preserving biodiversity? The primary reason is that only

properly functioning ecosystems can provide the free ecosystem services civilization

requires. These services include maintaining atmospheric quality, controlling climate

                                                                                                                                                
terrestrial species (Harris 1984). Presently in Washington state, 12 percent of the land
area is considered adequately protected (Cassidy 1997). However, the majority of this
land is at higher, less productive elevations and includes a substantial amount of
permanent ice and snow. Even assuming that this 12 percent were representative of all
ecosystem types, vegetation communities, and vertebrate distributions, if current human
uses of the landscape continue to persist and expand, a loss of at least 50 percent of
terrestrial species may be inevitable.
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through the carbon cycle and stimulating rainfall, regulating freshwater supplies and

controlling flooding, generating and maintaining soils, disposing wastes and cycling

nutrients, controlling pests and diseases, and pollinating crops and other useful plant

species (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). However, one of the primary problems confronting

jurisdictions interested in taking an active stance toward the preservation of their living

resources is the lack of any comprehensive set of information detailing the distribution of

biologically significant areas. In an attempt to provide this information and improve upon

previous fragmented approaches to single species preservation, the National Gap

Analysis Program (NGAP) was charged with conducting the largest effort ever to map

the distribution of biological resources in the United States.

Gap analysis, which uses land cover, wildlife habitat relationship models, and other data

to predict the distribution of terrestrial vertebrates, provides information which can be

applied to landscapes and regions in order to ensure that land management and land use

plans more effectively incorporate the protection of biodiversity. The process is described

more specifically by Cassidy (1997):

The primary filter in Gap Analysis is vegetation type (defined by the
Washington Gap Analysis Project as the composite of actual vegetation,
vegetation zone, and ecoregion). Vegetation types are mapped and their
conservation status evaluated based on representation on biodiversity
management areas, conversion to human-dominated landscapes, and
spatial context. Vegetation is used as the primary filter in Gap Analysis
because vegetation patterns are determinants of overall biodiversity
patterns (Levin 1981, Noss 1990, Franklin 1993). It is impractical to map
the distributions of all plants and animals, but Gap Analysis makes the
assumption that if all vegetation types are adequately represented in
biodiversity management areas, then most plant and animal species will
also be adequately represented.
The second major Gap Analysis filter is composed of information on the
distribution of individual species. This filter can be used to identify
individual species that lack adequate protection and, when individual
species maps are overlaid, areas of high species richness. [Please see
Appendix C for a more detailed account of the methods used in conducting
Washington GAP.]
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Although data from the Washington Gap Analysis Project (WAGAP) have been

summarized and analyzed at the statewide level, the analysis was conducted using

ecoregions and vegetation zones. This approach to interpreting the data is useful for many

applications; however, with regard to county land use planning, ecologically determined

units do not translate well to politically determined county boundaries. The WAGAP data

must therefore be significantly manipulated, analyzed, and re-interpreted before they can

beneficially inform the planning process at this scale. The methodologies described in

this thesis were developed through a pilot implementation project2 in Spokane County,

Washington and were created in an attempt to link biological knowledge to the County’s

Critical Areas Ordinance and comprehensive plan.

                                                
2 The pilot project was conducted primarily through a studio class instructed by Dr. Frank

Westerlund in the Fall of 1997. I was a student in this class and also served as the
teaching assistant. The methodologies presented in this thesis were developed either by
me or in cooperation with a subset of students in the class. I have revisited and
reevaluated these methodologies, created an entirely new set of maps, conducted
additional research, performed new analyses, and conducted follow-up interviews with
project participants.
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FIGURE 1:  Effect of Land Transformation on Biodiversity (from Vitousek et al.. 1997)
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STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

Chapter 2 sets the stage by establishing the regional context for this effort and examining

the current conservation status of vegetation zones and terrestrial vertebrates in Spokane

County. Chapter 3 explains both the fundamental assumptions used in working with the

WAGAP data and details the methodologies used in its application. The first half of

Chapter 3 explores some of the implications associated with using a predictive model

such as WAGAP and also explores some of the assumptions made regarding the Critical

Areas Ordinance. The second half of Chapter 3 details the methods used in determining

which lands in the County are important for protecting biodiversity. Chapter 4 documents

the results of these methods, including an examination of the distribution and

conservation status of terrestrial vertebrates and vegetation zones throughout the County

both before and after the creation of a system of corridors and reserves. Chapter 5 is a

discussion of the steps that would likely succeed the initial application efforts described

in the two previous chapters, and addresses a range of available mechanisms for

implementation including incentives, regulation, and acquisition. Chapter 5 also includes

a summation of the interviews I conducted with several of the project participants,

followed by a discussion of the implications of their statements for the expansion of this

effort into other counties. The thesis closes with some brief concluding remarks in

Chapter 6.

Appendix A is the entire listing of the predicted distribution, current level of protection,

and potential level of protection under the proposed system of corridors and reserves for

every species predicted to occur in Spokane County. Appendix B contains the complete

transcripts from the telephone interviews I conducted with project participants. Appendix

C is a detailed description of the methods used to conduct Washington GAP.
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CHAPTER 2:  THE REGIONAL CONTEXT AND CURRENT CONSERVATION

STATUS OF VEGETATION ZONES AND TERRESTRIAL VERTEBRATES

CONTEXT

LOCATION OF SPOKANE COUNTY

Spokane County is located in extreme eastern Washington. It is bounded by Stevens and

Pend Oreille counties to the north, the state of Idaho to the east, Whitman county to the

south, and Lincoln and Adams counties to the west (please see Figure 2). There are 14

cities and towns in the County (Figure 3) (Spokane County 1997).

PLANNING CONTEXT AND LEGISLATIVE IMPERATIVE FOR BIODIVERSITY PLANNING

Spokane County is currently engaged in updating its Comprehensive Plan as required by

the Washington Growth Management Act (RCW 36.70A). The current County

comprehensive plan includes the following goals (Spokane County 1997):

“Goal 13a.3.1: Identify fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas and
their ecosystems. Recognize the multiple values of fish and wildlife
habitat conservation areas, and educate people as to these values.

Goal 13a.3.2: Protect, maintain, and improve critical fish and wildlife
habitat conservation areas, and habitats of local importance through a
variety of methods including public ownership of the most critical areas
and incentives for privately-owned land.

Goal 13a.3.3:  Spokane county should minimize fragmentation of habitat:
1) by protecting important fish and wildlife areas and open space; and 2)
by interconnecting corridors to form a continuous network of fish and
wildlife habitat and ecosystems (emphasis added).
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Goal 13a.3.4:  Spokane county should strive to ensure that priority fish
and wildlife species as identified by the department of wildlife and species
of local importance do not become imperiled due to land use changes,
habitat alteration, and other human activities.”

As a tool to implement these goals and in order to meet the requirements set forth in the

Act, the county has developed a Critical Areas Ordinance (CAO). The stated intent of the

ordinance is to “…avoid, or in appropriate circumstances, to minimize, rectify, reduce or

compensate for impacts arising from land development and other activities affecting

wetlands, fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas and geologically hazardous areas

and to maintain and enhance the biological and physical functions and values of these

areas” (Spokane County 1996). There are two categories included as Priority Habitats in

the ordinance which have not been located or delineated:  wildlife corridors and

landscape linkages. The remainder of this thesis demonstrates how data from WAGAP

was used in conjunction with several other existing data sets as a tool to define and map

these critical areas.
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ECOLOGICAL CONTEXT

The county is divided by two ecoregions (Columbia Basin and Northeast Corner),

essentially straddling the transitory boundary between the arid Columbia Basin and the

more mesic forest zones of the Northeast Corner (see Figure 4). The formal term for this

boundary or edge is ecotone, and where ecotones occur a relatively high number of

species can be found due to the overlapping habitats (Noss and Cooperrider 1994).

Similarly, a fairly diverse array of vegetation zones are found within Spokane County, as

detailed in Table I below and depicted in Figure 5.

TABLE I:  Spokane County Vegetation Zones

Vegetation Zone Area in Acres
Percentage of

Spokane County
Ponderosa Pine 551,476 48.4

Palouse 341,343 30.0

Interior Douglas Fir 189,035 16.6

Three-Tip Sage 55,116 4.8

Grand Fir 2,034 0.2

Interior Redcedar 56 <0.1

TOTAL 1,139,060 100

Source:  Washington Gap Analysis Project

Table 1 clearly shows that Spokane County is dominated by the Ponderosa Pine and

Palouse vegetation zones. The majority of the human population of the county is located

within the Ponderosa Pine zone, which covers approximately half of the county. The

Palouse zone is located in the southeastern portion of the county and corresponds to the

distribution of agriculturally significant loess soils and has been almost completely

converted to wheat production (Cassidy 1997). The interior Douglas Fir, Grand Fir, and

Interior Redcedar zones are all located in the mountainous northeastern area of the

county. The Three-Tip Sage zone is located in the extreme western and southwestern

portions of the county.
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THE CURRENT CONSERVATION STATUS OF VEGETATION ZONES

There are presently 40,312 acres of land (app. 3.5% of the total area) within Spokane

County which are managed sufficiently to allow for the protection of biodiversity.

However, this protected land is not distributed proportionately across the vegetation

zones found within the County, as shown in Table II.

TABLE II:  Conservation Status of Vegetation Zones

Vegetation Zone
Acres

Currently
Protected

Percentage of
Spokane County

Percentage of All
Protected Land in
Spokane County

Ponderosa Pine 21,917 1.9 54.4

Palouse 907 <0.01 2.2

Interior Douglas Fir 17,441 1.5 43.3

Three-Tip Sage 0 0 0.0

Grand Fir 47 <0.01 0.1

Interior Redcedar 0 0 0.0

TOTAL 40,312 3.5 100

Source:  Washington Gap Analysis Project

The majority of protected land in Spokane County is located within the Ponderosa Pine

vegetation zone, which corresponds to the dominance of this zone in the County.

However, the Palouse zone comprises 30 percent of the County (as shown in Table I) and

is only minimally represented. Furthermore, the only other zone with any appreciable

amount of protection is the interior Douglas Fir zone, which comprises over 43 percent of

all protected lands yet occupies just over 16 percent of the County. The disproportionate

protection of this higher-elevation zone reflects the statewide bias towards protecting

higher-elevation land (Cassidy 1997).
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THE CURRENT DISTRIBUTION OF VERTEBRATES

There are currently 244 vertebrate species predicted to occur in Spokane County

(Dvornich et al. 1997, Johnson and Cassidy 1997, Smith et al. 1997). These species are

subdivided by taxonomic group and will be referred to as mammals, birds, and herptiles

(or reptiles and amphibians). The total number of species predicted for each group is

shown in Table III below.

TABLE III:  Vertebrates Predicted to Occur Within Spokane County

Taxonomic Group State Total Spokane County Total
(Percent State Total)

Mammals 112 66 (59%)

Birds 228 161 (71%)

Reptiles and Amphibians 48 17 (35%)

Source:  Washington Gap Analysis Project

The species within these taxonomic groups are distributed unevenly across the county, as

depicted in the following species richness maps (Figures 6, 7, and 8). Species richness

means the number of different species predicted to occur in each WAGAP vegetation

polygon. Although species richness maps do not communicate any information about the

relative abundance or the distribution of any given species within each polygon, they do

quickly convey which areas of the County are home to the greatest number of species.
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FIGURE 6:  Spokane County Species Richness Map for Mammals
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FIGURE 7:  Spokane County Species Richness Map for Birds
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FIGURE 8:  Spokane County Species Richness Map for Reptiles and Amphibians
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THE CURRENT CONSERVATION STATUS OF VERTEBRATES

Of all vertebrates predicted to occur within Spokane County, the subset which is most

likely to be vulnerable to continued expansion and intensification of human activities are

those species which do not presently have a sufficient amount of their habitat protected.

Cassidy et al. (1997) define these species using a “10 percent” threshold. In other words,

the most vulnerable species are those for which 10 percent or less of their statewide

habitat is currently protected on Status 1 or 2 land. There are a total of 168 such species

in Spokane, more than two thirds of all terrestrial vertebrates predicted to occur in the

County. As shown in Table IV, the median amount of protected habitat per species is

considerably less than 10 percent.

TABLE IV:  Conservation Status of “10%” Vertebrates Within Spokane County

Taxonomic Group Number of
“10%” Species

Median Percentage
of Protected

Habitat per Species
Mammals 36 2.5%

Birds 118 4.3%

Reptiles and Amphibians 14 4.0%

All Vertebrates 168 3.6%

Source:  Washington Gap Analysis Project
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CHAPTER 3:  ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS

ASSUMPTIONS

In the process of developing WAGAP data as a tool for locating and delineating wildlife

corridors and landscape linkages within Spokane County, a set of assumptions were

established regarding the data and the consequences of using it for this purpose.

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT NGAP AND WAGAP

The most fundamental assumption underlying this entire thesis is that GAP data can be

used effectively to conserve biodiversity by informing the creation, modification, and

implementation of county and regional land use plans. This assumption is comprised of a

number of more detailed assumptions regarding the way WAGAP was conducted, but I

will focus only on the two most important:  first, that making planning decisions based

upon the predicted distributions of terrestrial vertebrates will “sweep” or take into

account all other life forms (such as insects, invertebrates, vascular plants, trees, etc.); and

second, that WAGAP data are sufficiently accurate in their predictions at the scale of a

county to allow decisions regarding land use to be made with confidence.

How Well Does One Group “Sweep” Another?

WAGAP was conducted using birds, mammals, and reptiles and amphibians as proxies,

or indicators, of overall biodiversity (Scott et al. 1993). According to Flather et al..

(1997), “If…indicator taxa do not reflect diversity in general, then there is concern that

reserve selection decisions will be sub-optimal…and may unknowingly lead to further

loss of biological resources.” So then, how well does one group reflect diversity in

general? It is difficult to say with certainty; however, a survey of several “correlated

species count” studies conducted in North America found that the degree to which one
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taxa acts as an indicator for another varies based upon the scale at which the analysis is

conducted (Flather et al. 1997). In a study conducted by Murphy and Wilcox (1986), it

was discovered that an intermediate spatial scale seems to show the greatest degree of

correlation between the presence of birds and butterflies. The results of their study are

detailed in Table V below. The highest degree of correlation is italicized.

TABLE V:  Correlation Between Birds and Butterflies at Varying Spatial Scales

Spatial Scale r P n

Mountain Ranges 0.496 <0.05 13

Riparian Canyons 0.786 <0.01 11

1-ha Plots -0.047 0.42 17

Source:  Murphy and Wilcox 1996

Furthermore, the coincidence of “hotspots” of species richness (areas where numerous

species occur) between taxonomic groups was also found to be very weak:  using data

from a variety of sources, Flather et al. showed only a 15 percent overlap between the

richest areas for aquatic plants, birds, butterflies, dragonflies, and liverworts. Although

areas of high species richness can serve as a good starting point when planning for

biodiversity, this research indicates that taxonomic groups should not be aggregated and

analyzed simultaneously. For this reason, when conducting an assessment of patterns of

species richness of terrestrial vertebrates to locate potential reserves within Spokane

County, each taxonomic group was analyzed individually and the three groups were not

combined until the end of the analysis. An additional technique for compensating for

some of these shortcomings is identifying representative areas for each taxa (Csuti et al.

1996, Flather et al. 1997, Pressey 1997). The concept of representation is discussed under

the Methods heading.

How Accurate is WAGAP?

An additional concern in using WAGAP data for planning at the county level is the

degree to which its predictive nature is prohibitive when making decisions. WAGAP
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conducted an assessment of commission errors for point locations of amphibians and

reptiles and found an accuracy of 96 percent for amphibians and 95 percent for reptiles

(Dvornich et al. 1997). Unfortunately, a complete accuracy assessment has never been

conducted for WAGAP (Cassidy, pers. comm). However, Scott et al. (1993) conducted

an analysis of commission and omission errors using county of occurrence data for three

managed areas in Idaho. Although this accuracy assessment is the only one of its kind I

was able to locate, the level of detail is extremely coarse, and the results should therefore

be interpreted cautiously with regard to WAGAP. The details are presented below in

Table VI.

TABLE VI:  Accuracy Assessment of GAP Using County of Occurrence Data for

Three Managed Areas in Idaho

Taxonomic Group
Commission
Error (%)

Omission
Error (%)

Mammals 34.2 10.8

Birds 15.8 11.5

Reptiles 12.9 3.2

Amphibians 20.0 13.3

All Terrestrial Vertebrates 21.0 10.7

Source:  Scott et al. 1993

The combined error rate for all terrestrial vertebrates indicates that GAP data are accurate

roughly 70 percent of the time, which is reasonable when one considers that GAP was

designed to provide a relatively quick analysis of biological resources and was never

intended to serve as an exhaustive biological inventory. Rather,

“Gap Analysis and other conservation evaluations represent a first step in
a comprehensive land conservation planning program for any region. They
provide base-line knowledge of the amount and distribution of several
components of biological diversity and of the relationship of those
components to one another in the landscape. This knowledge will be of
little value if it is not applied to the land-use planning process.” (Scott et
al. 1993).
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The implication here is that WAGAP alone is not sufficient to make site level decisions:

a 100 ha MMU coupled with an error rate of ±30 percent is not detailed or accurate

enough to make decisions on the ground. To compensate for this shortcoming, additional

fine-scale analyses of land cover, vertebrate distributions, and land stewardship must be

conducted (Scott et al. 1993, Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Stine 1995). These additional

data requirements are discussed at length under the Methods heading.

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE CRITICAL AREAS ORDINANCE (CAO)

The second assumption is that the definitions included in the Spokane County CAO for

wildlife corridors and landscape linkages need to be clarified with two slight

modifications in order to most effectively achieve their intended purpose. The working

definitions for each of these categories as applied in this thesis have been changed to

resolve the ambiguity of the term “landscape linkages” (Hudson 1991). Boldface type

represents the major modification to the CAO (Spokane County 1996):

Wildlife Corridors:

“Wildlife corridors are landscape features that facilitate the biologically
effective transport of animals between larger patches of habitat dedicated
to conservation functions.
Such corridors may facilitate several kinds of traffic including frequent
foraging movements, seasonal migrations, or the once in a lifetime
dispersal of juvenile animals.
These are transitional habitats and need not contain all the habitat elements
required for the long term survival or reproduction of its migrants, with the
notable exception of amphibians and reptiles.”
Wildlife corridors connect landscape linkages within Spokane County.

Landscape Linkages:

“Landscape linkages differ from wildlife movement corridors in that,
within linkages, the complete range of community and ecosystem
processes continues to operate through time.
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Plants and smaller animals are able to move between larger landscapes
over a period of generations.”
Linkages are reserves within Spokane County that connect to reserves in

adjacent jurisdictions.

It is important to acknowledge that the current debate over the effectiveness of corridors

is far from being settled (Mann and Plummer 1995, Rosenberg et al. 1997). However,

since the Spokane County CAO includes them as a critical area, I am assuming that they

are in fact effective, useful, and necessary, a position which is supported in the literature

(MacClintock et al. 1977, Harris and Gallagher 1989, Morrison et al. 1992, Noss and

Cooperrider 1994).

Additionally, in the modification to the CAO definition for landscape linkages, “reserve”

does not carry any intentional management or ownership connotations but simply means

that linkages are actually large, significant areas of habitat which must be interconnected

to function most efficiently (Morrison et al. 1992, Meffe and Carrol 1994, DellaSalla

1996, Fleury and Brown 1997, Noss et al. 1997). This assumption might better be

classified as a finding, since the proposed revision to the CAO was not suggested until a

review of the literature revealed that “corridors” and “linkages” are functionally

synonymous, and the definition given by the County for landscape linkages actually

describes a reserve.

METHODS

WHICH AREAS ARE IMPORTANT FOR CONSERVING BIODIVERSITY?

I chose the conservation of biodiversity as the design strategy for locating and delineating

“wildlife corridors” and “landscape linkages” in Spokane County. Establishing

biodiversity as a planning goal for the County is the most effective way to ensure the

realization of the goals dealing with fish and wildlife in the CAO (Beatley 1994).
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Furthermore, planning for biodiversity before species become endangered can help to

prevent the imposition of confrontational governmental sanctions as human activity

continues to expand into previously undeveloped areas (Scott et al. 1993). These

statements beg the question, “how then does one go about planning for biodiversity?”

Perhaps the best way to capture biodiversity at the scale of an entire County is through a

combination of representation and richness (Pressey 1994, Williams 1996, Stockland

1997).

ACHIEVING REPRESENTATION

The purpose of achieving representation is to ensure that every species predicted to occur

in the County is recognized at least once by a subset of all the County’s WAGAP

polygons. Representation does not necessarily mean that the entire life history of any

given species can be accommodated within the representative set of polygons, but does

guarantee that all species predicted to occur in the County are included within the subset

of polygons. (Csuti et al. 1996, Pressey 1997). Redundancy is built into the process, as

the three groups are combined after representation has been established for each

individual group. The process is outlined as follows:

First, using species distribution data for mammals, birds, and reptiles and amphibians,

(depicted in Figures 6, 7, and 8) the polygon or set of polygons with the absolute highest

species richness for each given taxonomic group were located. At the same time, species

which were not predicted to occur within this initial polygon or set of polygons were also

identified. Next, these non-represented species within each taxonomic group were ranked

in descending order according to the number of occurrences within the County. Then,

starting with the polygons corresponding to the non-represented species with the highest

predicted number of occurrences, polygons were eliminated by adding species to the

representative set.
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In other words, out of 180 total bird species in a given study area, 100 species may be

present in the richest polygon, meaning 80 species are not represented.  Of these 80 non-

represented species, the number of polygons in which each occurs will be different.  As

an example, if the Brewer’s blackbird were not represented in the richest polygon but

occurred most frequently among all non-represented species, its distribution would form

the initial set of polygons for the second round of querying.  If the Brewer’s blackbird

were to occur in 600 polygons, then 600 polygons would make up the largest set of

polygons that would appear in the second round of querying.  The next most

representative species from that set - for instance, the violet-green swallow - might occur

in 480 polygons where the Brewer’s blackbird has also been predicted to occur.

Querying for the polygons where both the blackbird and the violet-green swallow occur

would reduce the number of polygons to 480 needed to represent both species. Each

additional species added to the set would reduce the number of polygons in a similar

fashion until finally the addition of one more species would result in the selection of no

polygons because no occurrences overlapped. The process was repeated until all species

in each taxonomic group were represented. This approach is similar (though less

sophisticated) to the representative set solutions discussed by Pressey and others (Church

et al. 1996, Csuti et al. 1996, Williams et al. 1996, Pressey et al. 1997, Stokland 1997).

The results of this procedure for mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians, and the

combined representative sets for all three groups are depicted in figures 9, 10, 11, 12.
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FIGURE 9:  The Representative Area For Mammals
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FIGURE 10:  The Representative Area For Birds
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FIGURE 11:  The Representative Area For Reptiles and Amphibians
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FIGURE 12:  The Total Representative Area For All Terrestrial Vertebrates
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DEFINING AND LOCATING RICHNESS

Establishing species richness thresholds by taxonomic group was necessary before areas

of high species richness could be identified as potential locations for reserves. This

process entailed the creation of a decision rule for which polygons should be selected or

“turned on,” based upon the number of species predicted to be present in each.

Determining a universally applicable richness threshold is not as straightforward as is

representation, since richness is relative to the total number of vertebrates (by group)

within the study area. For this analysis, threshold levels were set at 75 percent of possible

richness for mammals and birds and 50 percent of possible richness for reptiles and

amphibians. A lower threshold inclusion rule for herptiles was used because their

populations are distributed primarily between spatially concentrated habitats such as

wetlands, rivers and lakes, particularly for amphibians. A higher threshold inclusion rule

for birds and mammals was used because of the wide distribution of those taxa across a

variety of habitats.

HABITAT RESERVES

All polygons with high species richness as indicated by the application of the inclusion

rule were initially considered for habitat reserve area designation. Factors used in the

selection of habitat reserves include polygon size, land cover, level of human

development and intensity of human activity within the area, adjacent development,

relationship with PHS-mapped designations, and proximity to other polygons satisfying

the richness requirements. The ideal polygons for potential habitat reserves are therefore

large polygons with high richness, natural land cover, low internal and adjacent human

development, and high PHS polygon and point coverage overlap3 (Forman 1995). The

majority of the habitat reserve polygons meet all of these ideal criteria. Potential habitat

                                                
3 Additionally, “vulnerable aggregations” of wildlife such as heron rookeries and

waterfowl concentrations played a critical role in determining potential reserve areas.
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reserves for each of the three taxonomic groups and the combined reserves for all

terrestrial vertebrates are shown in Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16.
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FIGURE 13:  Potential Mammal Habitat Reserves
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FIGURE 14:  Potential Bird Habitat Reserves
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FIGURE 15:  Potential Reptile and Amphibian Habitat Reserves
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FIGURE 16:  Potential Habitat Reserves for All Terrestrial Vertebrates
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MAKING CONNECTIONS

Connections between habitat reserves and representative areas were made by identifying

and selecting polygons with high species richness and natural land cover between the

reserves and representative areas. Consideration was given to line-of-sight connections,

natural barriers such as cliffs and large rivers, continuity of land cover, width of

connections, and level of internal and adjacent development.  As additional

considerations, long connections across dry landscapes were not made to connect areas

important for amphibians, while numerous wide connections were made for mammals

(Rosenberg et al. 1997). Similarly, some longer and less contiguous corridors were

included for birds (Machtans et al. 1996); however, it should be noted that some birds

(particularly those species relying on forests for their primary habitat) tend to avoid

fragmented areas (Desrochers et al. 1997).

Figures 17, 18, and 19 illustrate the result of combining richness, representation, and

potential connections for each of the three taxa. These combinations were themselves

combined to produce Figure 20, the “raw material” from which a potential wildlife

corridor and landscape linkage system might be created.
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FIGURE 17:  Mammal Richness, Representation, and Connections
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FIGURE 18:  Bird Richness, Representation, and Connections
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FIGURE 19:  Reptile and Amphibian Richness, Representation, and Connections
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FIGURE 20:  Total Vertebrate Richness, Representation, and Connections
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REFINING THE COMBINED SELECTED SET

Approximately 82 percent (933,630 acres) of Spokane County is indicated in Figure 20 as

being important for protecting biodiversity. This is a tremendous amount of land!

However, it is important to remember that WAGAP provides the information to conduct

only a first-cut, coarse scale assessment and is not detailed enough to justify site-level

decisions. In order to refine the areas indicated through the additive process described

above, it is necessary to utilize additional sources of information which provide a greater

level of detail. When used in conjunction with WAGAP, these data can be used to reduce

the indicated area to a more manageable percentage of the landscape.

Data Used for Refining and Modifying the Combined Selected Set

Three kinds of data were used to reduce and refine the area depicted in Figure 20:

predicted species distributions from WAGAP for the six county area centered around

Spokane County; Priority Habitats and Species (PHS)4 data from the Washington

Department of Fish and Wildlife; and a variety of thematic data unique to the County.

Although a complete analysis was not done for the five counties surrounding Spokane

County, the larger six county data sets for mammals, birds, and herptiles were used

during the process of refining the selected set to ensure that reserves and corridors

                                                
4 PHS criteria are divided into three classes:

Criteria 1.  State listed and candidate species - those native fish and wildlife species
legally designated as Endangered, Threatened, or Sensitive.

Criteria 2.  Vulnerable Aggregations - those species or groups of animals susceptible to
significant population declines, within a specific area or statewide, by virtue of their
inclination to aggregate.

Criteria 3.  Species of Recreational, Commercial, and/or Tribal Importance - native and
non-native fish and wildlife species of recreational or commercial importance and
recognized species used for tribal ceremonial and subsistence purposes that are
vulnerable to habitat loss or degradation (WDFW 1996).
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connected to potential reserves and corridors in adjacent counties. Figure 21 shows

species richness for birds in the six county area.

The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) established and maintains the

PHS database (Figure 22), which was developed to help guide management decisions

regarding biologically significant areas. PHS differs from WAGAP in two important

ways:  first, it does not use wildlife-habitat association models to predict species

distributions; and second, it does not encompass all terrestrial vertebrates within

Washington (WDFW 1996). Since PHS information is limited to priority species, it was

used in conjunction with WAGAP data to corroborate the areas indicated by WAGAP as

important for conserving biodiversity and to inform the process of delineating corridors

and reserves.

After the WAGAP and PHS data were used to establish representation, reserves, and

connections, data sets specific to the County were employed to further refine the

indicated areas. The most important of these is a fine-grained land cover map of the

Interim Urban Growth Area (IUGA) with a significantly smaller MMU than the WAGAP

or PHS data (Figure 23). The smaller MMU is necessary because it lends greater accuracy

to the process of delineating potential corridor alignments, particularly through highly

developed or disturbed areas (Noss and Cooperrider 1994, Stine 1995). This greater

accuracy is depicted in Figure 24, which shows the contrast between the IUGA and

WAGAP maps in capturing the number of discrete forested areas (polygons) adjacent to

and surrounding Five Mile Prairie. Unfortunately, this type of mapping is expensive to

conduct and was not available for the entire County. Therefore, within the balance of the

County, a parcel coverage and primary roads coverage were used as proxies for the

location and intensity of development and human activity (Figure 25). Roads (particularly

major roads) are an especially important consideration when determining potential

reserve locations and corridor alignments, because they severely impact all three of the

taxonomic groups used in this analysis (see for example Highways and Movement of
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Wildlife: Improving Habitat Connections and Wildlife Passageways Across Highway

Corridors, 1996). A USGS digital elevation model (DEM) (Figure 26) was used to ensure

that corridors followed realistic gradients (i.e. corridors should not run over cliffs) and

that the complete system “maintain(s) natural ecosystems and biodiversity across the full

extent of environmental gradients” (Noss and Cooperrider 1994). Encompassing all

environmental gradients will become increasingly important as global temperatures

continue to rise and ecological communities slowly shift northward and upward to

compensate (Peters and Lovejoy 1992).

Additionally, wetlands, rivers, and streams data (Figure 27) were extremely important for

delineating corridors in general but were especially important for amphibians and birds.

As demonstrated by Klaus Richter in a study of 19 wetlands in King County,

Washington, wetlands are used disproportionately by birds and amphibians and are

therefore critical habitat areas for these taxa (Richter in Azous and Horner 1997).

Approximately 5 percent (56,500 acres) of Spokane County is classified as wetlands.

Other study area data sets which were consulted but were not as crucial as those described

above include land use, zoning, growth area boundaries, existing critical areas, county,

state, and federal land holdings, and utility and railroad rights of way.
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FIGURE 21:  Six County Species Richness for Birds
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FIGURE 22:  Priority Habitats and Species (Polygons and Point Locations)
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FIGURE 23:  Fine Scale Land Cover in the Interim Urban Growth Area Boundary
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FIGURE 24: Comparison Between IUGA Landcover and WAGAP Vegetation Map
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FIGURE 25:  Fine Scale Land Cover in the Interim Urban Growth Area Boundary
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FIGURE 26:  USGS DEM for Spokane County
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FIGURE 27:  Wetlands, Rivers, and Streams
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DELINEATING CORRIDORS AND ELIMINATING LAND FROM CONSIDERATION

Delineating Corridors

The corridor system is based primarily upon the existing riparian network and utilizes

upland connections to complete and complement this foundation. Riparian corridors were

selected as the backbone for the system because of their disproportionately significant

contribution to biodiversity (Naiman et al. 1993). Wherever current land use permitted,

corridors were drawn at a minimum of ¼-mile to ½-mile wide on center in order to

protect riparian vegetation and provide realistic adjacent upland movement corridors

(particularly in forested areas) that would be wide enough to avoid the “edge” effects

which can be deleterious to some species. Recent studies have demonstrated that some

microclimatic edge effects in Douglas Fir forests can penetrate as far as 790 feet into the

forest (Chen 1991, Chen et al. 1992), a figure which has been corroborated (Saunders and

Hobbs 1991). Noss (1987) provides some general advice on corridor design:

Certainly, humans and associated disturbances will impinge on corridors,
just as they impinge on small nature reserves. For this reason, corridors
should generally be as wide as possible. Planners and conservationists
often ask how wide corridors need to be, and corridor widths (especially
for riparian corridors) are often specified in land use plans. In reality, the
necessary width will vary depending on habitat structure and quality
within the corridor, the nature of the surrounding habitat, human use
patterns, and the particular species that we expect to use the corridor.

For this reason, corridors were not narrowed from the initial ¼ mile to ½ mile widths in

those areas lacking fine-scale land cover mapping. However, within the IUGA, corridors

were narrowed substantially with the aid of more detailed information.

Eliminating Land from Consideration

Substantial weight was placed on comments from Howard Ferguson and Kevin

Robinette, WDFW Region 1 biologists with considerable experience in the Spokane

County area (pers. comm. 1997). Using the information described above in conjunction
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with their comments, land with high road density and small parcels was eliminated, much

of the uplands in the western portion of the county were removed; and the majority of

agricultural land was eliminated. In general, forested polygons were retained to the

greatest degree possible throughout the County, but especially in the northeastern corner.

According to Forman (1995): “In all landscape areas resistance to species movement is

less with more forest cover present” Lastly, PHS habitat polygons and species point

locations were used to narrow or modify the potential area for corridors and reserves.

The final result of the additive process of determining representation, richness, and

creating connections (described in the first half of the methodology section) and the

reductive process of narrowing this result is shown in Figure 28, the potential reserve

locations and wildlife corridor alignments for Spokane County. This proposed system

comprises only 30 percent of the county, a substantial reduction from the initial 82

percent indicated at the end of the additive process. It should also be noted that 30 percent

is far less land than some authors have hypothesized is necessary for the protection of

biodiversity in any given region. For example, Metzgar and Bader determined that

approximately 60 percent (32 million acres) of wild habitat is required to conserve

biodiversity in the Northern Rockies region of the U.S. (1992).
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FIGURE 28:  Potential Reserve Locations and Wildlife Corridor Alignments
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CHAPTER 4:  RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

ASSESSING THE POTENTIAL EFFECT OF CORRIDORS AND RESERVES

The potential reserve locations and wildlife corridor alignments shown in Figure 28 are

not a “finished system” in that they need to be further refined using additional data and

field surveys. However, while additional refinements will modify the boundaries and

undoubtedly remove some additional area, the system is complete enough that its

potential impact can be measured. This impact can be measured in many ways and from a

variety of perspectives, but since this approach is intended to improve the conservation of

biological diversity in Spokane County, my assessment focuses upon three elements: 1)

the increased amount of land managed for the protection of biodiversity; 2) the increased

percentage of County vegetation zones managed for the protection of biodiversity; and 3)

the increased percentage of habitat per species managed for the protection of biodiversity.

In using these measurements, I am assuming this system has been adopted by amendment

to the County’s CAO and implemented essentially intact, with no major reductions in

overall area.

THE INCREASED AMOUNT OF LAND MANAGED FOR BIODIVERSITY

The national Gap Analysis Project has designated four conservation status categories

designed to facilitate the analysis of habitat protection. In assessing the effect of the

proposed system upon the conservation of land in Spokane County, it is important to

understand what these categories mean. Conservation Status 1 lands are managed solely

or primarily for the protection of biodiversity. These include National Parks, National

Monuments, and National Wilderness Areas. There are no Status 1 lands in Spokane

County. Conservation Status 2 lands are managed for multiple uses but with biodiversity

normally the highest priority, and include National Wildlife Refuges, State Parks, State
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Wildlife Areas, National Recreation Areas, Nature Conservancy property, and Bureau of

Land Management Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (BLM ACECs). In Spokane

County, Turnbull National Wildlife Refuge, Riverside State Park, Mount Spokane State

Park, and Liberty Lake County Park are classified as Status 2. All Status 2 lands are

considered sufficiently protected to effectively conserve biodiversity. Conservation Status

3 lands are managed for multiple uses, or with a primary use other than biodiversity

management, but with some restrictions on development. These include state-owned trust

lands (in Washington most WDNR lands), National Forests (excluding Wilderness

Areas), most County parks, and municipal watersheds.  Conservation Status 4 covers all

lands with no restrictions on use other than applicable county and municipal land use

laws. This category also includes private lands, Indian Reservations, Department of

Defense Property, and Department of Energy property (except for parts managed as State

Wildlife Areas or Refuges, such as the Hanford Site buffer areas). The majority of

Spokane County falls into the fourth category. Figure 29 shows the current location of

these conservation status rankings throughout the County.

The present distribution of land among the four WAGAP conservation status categories

in Spokane County is extremely different than the state as a whole (TABLE VII).

Compared to the state, Spokane County is overwhelmingly privately owned, there is very

little Status 3 land, nearly twice as much Status 2 land, and no Status 1 land. The

proposed system would perpetuate this situation by increasing the amount of Status 2

land from 4 percent to 30 percent (Figure 30). For the purposes of this analysis, the newly

protected land is classified as Status 2 due to the exceptionally rigorous standards

required for classification as Status 1.

Because such a large amount of land falls into Status 4 in Spokane County, an additional

fine-scale assessment of land stewardship within the County could provide a more

realistic picture of the County’s actual conservation status (similarly to the fine-scale land

cover information shown in Figure 23). This analysis might take into account habitat
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conservation plans (HCPs), private land trust holdings, conservation easements, and

privately administered habitat management plans.

TABLE VII:  Conservation Status in Spokane County Before and After

Implementation of a System of Corridors and Reserves

Conservation
Status

Washington
State

Spokane County
Before System

Spokane County
After System

1 6% 0% 0%

2 2% 4% 30%

3 41% 5% 3%

4 51% 92% 67%

Source:  Washington Gap Analysis Project
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FIGURE 29:  Conservation Status in Spokane County
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FIGURE 30:  Potential Conservation Status in Spokane County Under Proposed System
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VEGETATION ZONES

The amount of additional land which would be managed primarily for the protection of

biodiversity under the proposed system can be further analyzed by examining the

distribution of this new protection across vegetation zones. As shown in the last column

of Table VIII below, all vegetation zones within the County would see at least a 10

percent increase in protected area, once again in addition to the land already protected

under Status 2. It should be noted that the substantial gains in the Grand Fir and Interior

Red Cedar zones are due to the relatively small extent of these zones within the County;

furthermore, the relatively small addition to the Palouse is attributable to this vegetation

zone being almost completely converted to agricultural uses (Cassidy et al. 1997). The

most biologically important increases in protection are for the Ponderosa Pine, Palouse,

and Three-tip Sage vegetation zones. As described by Washington GAP in their final

report summary, “The vegetation zones with the highest Conservation Priority Index

(CPI) are steppe zones [which include Palouse and Three-tip Sage].” Additionally,

WAGAP describes the Ponderosa Pine and Oak zones as “zones of high reptile and avian

diversity…” which have “moderately high CPIs with less than 4 percent of their areas in

Status 1 and 2 lands” (Grue et al. 1998).

TABLE VIII:  Conservation Status of Vegetation Zones Under Proposed System

Vegetation Zone
Acres

Currently
Protected

% of
Vegetation

Zone

Acres
in Proposed

System

Additional % of
Vegetation Zone
Within System

Ponderosa Pine 21,917 1.9 165,821 26.5

Palouse 907 <0.01 36,404 10.6

Interior Doug Fir 17,441 1.5 121,125 55.7

Three-Tip Sage 0 0 13,188 23.9

Grand Fir 47 <0.01 2,025 97.3

Interior Redcedar 0 0 49 89.2

Source:  Washington Gap Analysis Project
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VERTEBRATES

Analysis by Taxonomic Group

The potential impact of the proposed system upon vertebrates is equally dramatic. All

terrestrial vertebrates5 modeled by WAGAP were used in examining changes to

conservation status, and the summary results upon the conservation status for each

taxonomic group are shown in Tables IX, X, and XI6. Table XII is a summary of the

effect upon all terrestrial vertebrates. The complete data for each species is included as

Appendix A.

Table IX shows current habitat protection for birds at a mean and median of 6 percent of

predicted distributions. The 41% "HIGH" ranking for protection before system

implementation is for the Canvasback (Aythya valisineria), a species of duck with an

extremely limited predicted distribution in the County, nearly half of which lies within

Turnbull NWR. Removing the Canvasback from consideration reduces the "HIGH"

ranking to 20%. The lack of any change in the “LOW” ranking for protection is the result

of a sliver polygon of the predicted distribution for Barrow’s Goldeneye (Bucephala

islandica), another species of duck predicted to occur in only 22.14 acres in the County.

In general, mean habitat protection increases more than six fold for birds under the

proposed system.

                                                
5 Although some of the species modeled by WAGAP are exotic, no exotic species were

used in delineating potential reserve locations and corridor alignments. However,
habitat which is protected for native species will undoubtedly also be used by exotics,
and it is important to understand the extent to which the predicted distributions of
exotics is protected.

6 It should be noted that the lack of increase or very low increase in the amount of
protected habitat in the “low” row of each table is an artifact of the politically
determined boundary of Spokane County. In other words, for each group, only a very
small portion of the total range of the species falling under the “low” category passes
into Spokane County.
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TABLE IX:  Summary of Protected Habitat for All Birds

Measurement Before After

Mean 6% 37%

Median 6% 38%

High 41% 97%

Low 0% 0%

Count 161

Source:  Washington Gap Analysis Project

Table X shows current habitat protection for mammals at a mean of 5 percent and median

of 4 percent of predicted distributions. The 16 percent "HIGH" ranking for protection

before system implementation is for the water shrew, with a predicted distribution

restricted to the mountainous northeast section of the County. All of the protected area for

this species is within Mt. Spokane State Park. Mean habitat protection increases more

than eight fold for mammals under the proposed system.

TABLE X:  Summary of Protected Habitat for All Mammals

Measurement Before After

Mean 5% 41%

Median 4% 39%

High 16% 96%

Low 0% 4%

Count 66

Source:  Washington Gap Analysis Project

Table XI shows current habitat protection for herptiles at a mean of 5 percent and median

of 6 percent of predicted distributions. The 11 percent "HIGH" ranking for protection

before system implementation is for the western toad, with a predicted distribution

restricted primarily to the forested and mountainous northeast, east central, and southeast

areas of the County. The protected area for this species is within Mt. Spokane State Park
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and Newman Lake County park. In general, mean habitat protection increases more than

eight fold for herptiles under the proposed system.

TABLE XI:  Summary of Protected Habitat for All Herptiles

Measurement Before After

Mean 5% 44%

Median 6% 43%

High 11% 80%

Low 0% 4%

Count 17

Source:  Washington Gap Analysis Project

Table XII shows current habitat protection for all terrestrial vertebrates at a mean and

median of 6 percent of predicted distributions. If the entire system of corridors and

reserves were to be implemented as is, the median area of protected habitat for all species

would increase to 39 percent more than six times the existing level of protection. Figures

31 and 32 show the histograms for the current percentage of protected habitat per species

and the potential percentage increase in protected habitat per species, respectively.

TABLE XII:  Summary of Protected Habitat for All Terrestrial Vertebrates

Measurement Before After

Mean 6% 39%

Median 6% 39%

High 41% 97%

Low 0% 0%

Count 244

Source:  Washington Gap Analysis Project
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FIGURE 31:  Histogram of Percentage Current Protected Habitat per Species
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FIGURE 32:  Histogram of Percentage Additional Protected Habitat per Species

Analysis for a Single Species

In addition to the aggregated statistics depicted and discussed above, the effect of the
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Hawk prefers riparian habitats in coniferous vegetation zones; and the Northern Goshawk

is thought to be entirely dependent upon late-successional coniferous forests (Smith et al.

1997). The habitat requirements of these three species encompass all forest types found

within the County, and if their habitat is adequately protected, the majority of other forest

dwelling species are likely to be similarly protected. As depicted in Figure 33, the

majority of habitat for each of these species is encompassed within the system. Table XIII

shows the specific increase in habitat protection for each of the Accipiters.

TABLE XIII:  Summary of Increased Protected Habitat for Accipiters

Species Acres/Percentage Protected

Before System

Additional Acres/Percentage

Protected After System

Sharp-shinned Hawk 37,719

9%

198,683

48.1%

Cooper’s Hawk 861

8%

5,434

51.1%

Northern Goshawk 14,400

15%

63625

67.6%

Source:  Washington Gap Analysis Project
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FIGURE 33:  Comparison of Corridors, Reserves and WAGAP Accipiter Distribution
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Analysis for Vulnerable Aggregations

Unlike the three bird species discussed above which were used as umbrella species, an

analysis of vulnerable aggregations looks at species which have very specific habitat

needs and rely on only a handful of sites for their survival at certain points in their life

cycle.7 Heron rookeries are a primary example of vulnerable aggregations, and there are

several of these located throughout Spokane County. In order to determine how

successfully the system protects these, all PHS mapped rookeries were overlaid as points

on the corridors and reserves. As shown in Figure 34, the eight mapped rookeries are all

enclosed within the system.

                                                
7 The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife definition of vulnerable aggregations

“includes those species or groups of animals susceptible to significant population
declines, within a specific area or statewide, by virtue of their inclination to aggregate.
Examples include heron rookeries, seabird concentrations, marine mammal haulouts,
shellfish beds, and fish spawning and rearing areas.” (WDFW 1996)
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FIGURE 34:  Comparison of Corridors, Reserves and PHS Heron Rookery Locations



CHAPTER 5:  DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

IMPLEMENTING THE FINDINGS FROM THIS ANALYSIS

To successfully utilize the findings from this analysis, Spokane County (and any other

municipalities interested in conducting similar analyses) will have to employ a wide

variety of tools. There is no single mechanism by which the biologically significant lands

in Spokane County can be instantly and unilaterally protected in perpetuity; indeed, even

if there were, it might not be desirable to protect biodiversity in this manner. Rather, a

combination of incentives, regulations, and acquisitions is the approach most likely to

achieve the goals established in the CAO. The technique employed should be dictated by

the political and economic circumstances of the area containing the land in question, but

in general, voluntary participation in conservation efforts through the use of incentives

should be used whenever possible. Failing that, regulations can be used to ensure that

land development decisions take biodiversity considerations into account. However,

regulations intended to secure land primarily for the public purpose of conserving habitat

and providing open space are frequently challenged in court as “takings.” If voluntary

participation and regulatory controls are insufficient, governments can employ eminent

domain to acquire key parcels as a last resort or in situations where timing is of the

essence. Acquisition is the most expensive and most permanent method for preserving

land, and there are a number of ways governments can borrow money for acquisition.

Each of the three main approaches to implementation is dealt with in the following

subsections.
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INCENTIVE-BASED MECHANISMS

There are three forms of incentive-based mechanisms: tax, regulatory, and market. An

incentive based approach to the implementation of the corridors and reserves system will

probably need to use all three. The examples listed throughout the remainder of this

subsection are all summarized from the article “Economic Incentives for Habitat

Conservation on Private Land:  Applications to the Inland Pacific Northwest” by

Williams and Lathbury (1996).

Tax Incentives

Federal Estate Tax. The Federal government imposes a significant one-time tax upon

property when it is transferred between family members. Tax bills (which can be more

than half the value of the land) can create a tremendous financial burden on individuals

without the financial resources to pay them. This onerous obligation is frequently an

overwhelming inducement for inheritors of land to develop their property and use the

revenues to pay the tax, even when they would prefer not to alter the existing use of their

property. A tremendous amount of land could be conserved simply by modifying the

Federal estate tax to allow inheritors in targeted areas to enter into agreements with the

appropriate state or county agency whereby the estate tax is deferred for as long as the

land is managed in ways helpful to conserving biodiversity. As soon as the property

owner ceases to honor the agreement, the tax is levied against the land.

Property Tax. Land in the United States is taxed at its highest and best use, which is

defined by Clauretie and Sirmans (1996) as “the legal use of a parcel of land which, when

capitalized, will generate the greatest net present property value of income.” In other

words, if land is currently covered with trees, but the existing zoning permits a residential

subdivision, the land is taxed as though it were covered with houses. In many cases this

system of land valuation creates tax burdens which are disproportionate to the revenue

being generated by the existing use, and eventually the landowner is financially coerced

into developing his or her land according to the highest and best use. This pressure is
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particularly acute in areas of high growth and escalating land values. Current-use taxation

programs are commonly used to avoid the conversion of agricultural land to more

intensive urban uses. By extending these programs to include land with important wildlife

habitat values, governments wishing to conserve biodiversity can target these important

areas for a reduction in property taxes in order to prevent premature conversion and to

limit the erosion of the County tax base.

The Spokane County CAO includes property tax relief under its “Incentives” section.

Qualifying property owners are listed as “any owner of a wetland, wetland buffer area,

fish and wildlife habitat conservation area who has dedicated a conservation easement or

entered into a perpetual conservation restriction with a department of the local, state, or

federal government; or a nonprofit organization…” (emphasis added) (Spokane County

1996). This incentive should be extended to all of the areas falling within the system of

corridors and reserves and should be modified to include property tax relief in the form of

current use taxation as well as dedicated easements.

Regulatory Incentives

Transferable Development Rights (TDR). The concept of TDR is to allow individuals

owning property in areas that have been designated for habitat conservation or open space

(sending areas) to sell or “transfer” their development rights to other parcels in areas that

have been selected for more intensive development (receiving areas). The incentive for

property owners in the sending area is the financial gain from selling the development

rights. The incentive for property owners in the receiving area is that they will be able to

achieve higher densities than those allowed by the standard, underlying zoning. The

higher density increases the number of dwelling units per acre, which decreases the

average cost of land per unit and increases the profitability of the development. Once the

development rights have been transferred, the land in the sending area is protected in

perpetuity because the transfers run with the land. Perhaps the best example of a

successful TDR program is the New Jersey Pinelands (Collins and Russell 1988).
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Williams and Lathbury credit the success of the New Jersey program to “factors such as

clear resource protection objectives, the regional nature of the resource, expertise of the

Pinelands commission, specific authority granted under state and federal laws, guaranteed

economic value of rights, fair allocation of transferable rights, and minimal transaction

costs.”

Spokane County’s CAO lists TDR under its “Incentives” section as well, and although

sending areas are identified as “a regulated Wetland, Wetland Buffer, or buffer area

which is required to protect Priority Habitats or Species Areas or Geologically Hazardous

Areas…” the CAO does not elucidate upon the location or number of receiving areas

(Spokane County 1996). The TDR program should be extended to include corridors and

reserves and clarified to indicate the precise location and capacity of receiving areas.

Market Incentives

Fee Hunting. This strategy provides an economic incentive to conserve habitat by

allowing property owners to charge hunters who wish to pursue game on the property

owner’s land. The two problems associated with this technique are that 1.) Although the

land and habitat may be owned privately, the wildlife are owned by all citizens and

managed by the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife; 2.) Hunting seasons may

not align exactly with the presence of wildlife on the property owner’s land. A program in

California has found an approach to dealing with both of these issues by licensing

property owners for fee hunting. The property owners prepare and submit a habitat

management and improvement plan to the state game and fish agency, and upon a

favorable review is licensed and may purchase tags to sell to hunters. Additionally,

hunting seasons may be modified to match game availability under consultation with

state biologists.

Conservation Real Estate. Conservation real estate is an emerging enterprise which seeks

to match conservation-minded buyers with cash strapped property owners. The
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intermediary between the two is a “conservation broker,” an individual who seeks out

ecologically significant lands and interested buyers. The investor purchases the

development rights from the property owner through a conservation easement, which

guarantees the land can never be subdivided and developed. The investor will then

typically donate the easement to the local government or a land trust to receive federal tax

benefits.

REGULATORY MECHANISMS

The Existing CAO. There are several regulatory options available to Spokane County to

implement the proposed system of corridors and reserves. The first of these is to expand

the scope and severity of the restrictions embodied in the CAO when it is updated to

reflect the approved locations and alignments of the new system of corridors and

reserves. Presently, the CAO contains a matrix that lists land use activities according to

the perceived impacts upon the three categories of critical areas (wetlands and buffers,

fish and wildlife habitats, and geologically hazardous areas). Certain uses such as

conservation activities are permitted as of right with no County review required; others

such as single family residences are permitted with County review; and the most intense

activities such as forestry fall under the jurisdiction of the State for permitting. Although

the existing CAO would afford some protection to corridors and reserves if they were

included under the existing “fish and wildlife habitats” category, it would be more

effective if a new category were created specifically for the corridors and reserves. As

suggested by Bob Thiel, a student in the studio class, this category might be defined as:

Habitat Areas of High Species Richness:  Areas of high habitat value to a
large number of native reptiles, amphibians, mammals and/or birds
(including, but not limited to, Priority Species), as identified by field
surveys, the Gap Analysis program administered by the Biological
Resources Division of the US Geological Survey, or other suitable
assessment.
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Any proposed development within this category would trigger a mandatory review

process. However, the County could go farther by adopting and implementing additional

regulations within this new category.

Downzoning. The first of these new regulations might be to conduct a blanket re-zone to

reduce the maximum allowable residential densities within the system of corridors and

reserves (Kaiser et al. 1996). Decreasing the density in these areas will reduce the level

and intensity of human activities, and introduce fewer roads, fences, and pets into areas

necessary for the protection of biodiversity.

Mandatory On-Site Density Transfers. Once the corridors and reserves have been

downzoned, the County will be ideally positioned to require on-site density transfers on

properties located entirely or partially within a corridor or reserve. The CAO already

allows on-site density transfers “from a wetland, wetland buffer area or buffer area which

is required to protect priority habitats, species areas or geologically hazardous areas”

(Spokane County 1996). Requiring these transfers on properties with low maximum

permissible densities will shift disturbances away from the most sensitive habitats and

movement corridors and prevent large portions of the landscape from being compromised

by development.

Tree Protection and Native Growth Protection Ordinances. Downzoning and mandatory

on-site density transfers might not be sufficient to protect biodiversity. Simply decreasing

the level of development and directing it away from the most vulnerable areas does not

prevent property owners from drastically modifying their properties through

deforestation, landscaping, or other forms of land cover alteration. By crafting ordinances

designed to retain as many native trees and vegetation associations as possible, the

compositional and structural characteristics required by native species for foraging,

breeding, and migrating will be protected (Morrison et al. 1992, Payne and Bryant 1994).
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Problems with Regulatory Mechanisms

Unfortunately, there is a very high probability that Spokane County or any jurisdiction

attempting to secure a greater degree of habitat protection through regulation will face

legal challenges. According to Dan Tarlock (1994), “courts are unlikely to impose per se

prohibitions against biodiversity protection, but they will adapt existing doctrines of

judicial review and control to monitor arbitrary exercises of the police power.

Biodiversity protection initiatives may trigger this review because of the novelty of

biodiversity protection.” Counties and cities will therefore need to establish a rough

proportionality between the need to protect habitat for biodiversity conservation and the

regulatory mechanisms they use to accomplish this purpose. Once this has been done, the

onus will be upon the property owner to prove the scientific irrationality of the findings

used to establish the regulation.

Even though the burden of proof lies with the property owner, there will undoubtedly be

takings and equal protection challenges to any regulatory implementation mechanism.

The takings challenges will most likely be structured against the perceived use of the

police power to secure a public benefit at the expense of individual property owners. The

equal protection challenges will probably assert that property owners subject to the

biodiversity protection regulations are being treated differently than owners of similarly

situated parcels. The takings claims can be successfully defended if the implementing

jurisdiction crafts the regulations in such a way that a clear connection is established

between the regulations affecting the property and the legitimate government purposes

the restrictions are intended to serve (i.e. promoting public health, safety, and welfare

through the protection of biodiversity). Furthermore, it is equally important that any

regulations intended to protect biodiversity not deprive property owners of all economic

use of their property. The equal protection claims can be successfully defended if the

findings upon which the regulations are based clearly distinguish the ecological

significance of lands identified as important for the protection of biodiversity (Tarlock

1994; Mandelker et al. 1995).
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TOOLS FOR ACQUISITION

Acquisition is the most effective, most expensive, and most controversial approach to

implementation. In my opinion, it should be used only as a last resort or in situations

where there is very little time to use other methods to protect crucial lands. However,

some property owners will not be interested in participating in biodiversity protection

programs, and in some cases regulatory measures will not be able to go far enough

without initiating a flood of legal challenges. In these instances, condemnation through

the exercise of eminent domain is the only effective option. When this option is

exercised, there are a wide variety of alternatives available. (The following descriptions

are summarized from Phyllis Myers’ chapter “Financing Open Space and Landscape

Protection:  A Sampler of State and Local Techniques” in Endicott, ed. 1993).

Financing Options

General Obligation Bonds. General obligation bonds are commonly used by all levels of

government to fund a wide variety of programs. They must be approved by voters and are

backed by the “full faith and credit” of the issuing entity, which obligates the government

to do whatever is necessary to repay the bonds (such as raising taxes). The availability of

this funding mechanism is frequently statutorily limited in many jurisdictions, and is

therefore not always the most desirable choice.

Revenue Bonds. Revenue bonds are similar to general obligation bonds but differ in three

important respects: first, the amount of these bonds is not statutorily limited; second, they

need not be approved by voters; and third, they are not backed by the full faith and credit

of the issuing entity and therefore do not need to be repaid if the anticipated revenue

source does not perform as expected. The source of revenue for repayment can range

from special taxes to user fees to general appropriations.

Private Activity Bonds. Private activity bonds are issued by the government but

frequently used by private organizations such as land trusts to purchase properties or fund
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other projects. According to Myers, “this could enable non-profit organizations to take on

a more direct role in financing projects, much as non-profit groups conducting other

programs with broad public benefit have done, provided that the issue makes economic

and strategic sense.”

Lease Purchases. Lease purchases (also known as long-term contract sales) are used

when the municipality has decided to acquire a piece of property but does not have the

necessary funds immediately available. The municipality and property owner enter into a

contract in which the government makes regular payments on interest, principal, and

associated fees until the land is paid for. The contract may also include terms regarding

the property owner’s ability to use the land while payments are being made.

Certificates of Participation. A certificate of participation is essentially a variation on a

lease purchase and involves three entities:  the municipality, investors, and an

intermediary, typically a non-profit organization. The intermediary purchases land

(usually identified by the municipality) with funds provided by the investors. The

municipality makes payments on principal and interest to the intermediary, who in turn

disburses the payments back to the investors. The advantage to COPs are that payments

serve a government purpose and are therefore tax exempt, and since payments are subject

to annual appropriations, they do not count against the municipality as general

obligations. However, this form of debt is a little more expensive for the municipality

because the payments are not backed by its full faith and credit.

Pay-As-You-Go. The pay-as-you-go approach offers at least three advantages over the

previously mentioned acquisition methods:  no debt service is paid because funds are

appropriated each year, either through the legislature, a special tax or other dedicated

source; expenditures reflect the fiscal priorities of the current electorate; and since no

bonds are used, the appropriations do not affect the municipality’s debt limit. However,

there are also at least three potentially severe limitations associated with this approach.
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First, all of the economic burden of acquiring a public benefit which will be enjoyed by

present as well as future generations is borne by current tax payers. Second, limiting an

acquisition program to the funds available on a year-to-year basis may reduce the number

of projects that could or should be initiated. Lastly, if important resources are particularly

sensitive or vulnerable to land cover conversion, they could be severely damaged or

destroyed due to the lack of immediately available funds.

Real Estate Transfer Tax. A real estate transfer tax is charged every time property

changes hands, and has some appeal as a funding mechanism in high-growth areas

because the amount of funding for the preservation of vanishing habitat is tied directly to

the level of real estate activity. The major drawback associated with this tax is that it is

hard to pass because the development community is almost universally opposed to it.

Additionally, a revenue shortfall may occur if real estate transactions do not meet

projections.

Special Districts. Special districts are a type of limited government with a specific

purpose, such as the provision of open space. Their boundaries frequently cut across

traditional political units in a way that most effectively encompasses the issue or resource

with which they are dealing. Special districts can raise taxes, issue bonds, charge user

fees, buy land, and administer programs. A combined open space/biodiversity protection

district might be a viable approach to the implementation of a network of reserves and

corridors in Spokane County due to the popularity of traditional recreational open space

and the extremely focused mission of a district. The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space

District, which has protected nearly 41,000 acres of open space in the Bay Area, is one of

the more successful special districts in the country (“Midpeninsula Regional Open Space

District” 1996).

Impact Fee Pools. Impact fees, also known as “exactions,” are typically charged to

developers of residential properties on a per unit basis. These impact fees are traditionally
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used to pay for off-site improvements such as schools, sewer lines, and parks. However,

since new development frequently involves the destruction of habitat and the new

residents will require regional recreational opportunities, some portion of these impact

fees could be pooled and dedicated to the off-site protection of biodiversity and

acquisition of open space.

EXPANDING THIS EFFORT INTO OTHER COUNTIES

Based upon the results of the application of WAGAP data to Spokane County and

anecdotal comments from the participants, it appears that the pilot implementation project

was a success. However, the degree to which the lessons learned in this project can be

extrapolated to other counties and other settings is not entirely clear, and might be

somewhat limited. There were several factors at play during this implementation effort

which appear to be crucial to the success of applying WAGAP data to land use planning

in other counties and regions. In order to identify these factors and ascertain the relative

importance of each, I conducted telephone interviews with Tim Lawhead and Bruce

Hunt, both planners with the Spokane County Division of Long Range Planning; Kevin

Robinette, a regional habitat biologist with WDFW; and Chris DeForest, the Executive

Director of the INLT. Each participant was asked the following 11 questions, and the

complete responses from each interviewee are included as Appendix B.

1. How did you become involved with the Spokane County Gap Implementation

Project?

2. What, if anything, did you know about WAGAP and Gap analysis before your

involvement with this project?

3. In your own words, please describe WAGAP and explain why it was conducted:
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4. What was your understanding of the potential outcome of this implementation

project when it was initiated? In other words, what did you think might be

possible through the application of this data?

5. How do the end results differ from your expectations, if at all?

6. How have you used and how do you intend to use the results of the pilot project?

7. How could the analysis have been conducted differently or presented differently

to make it more useful to your needs?

8. In your opinion, what is the major advantage or benefit associated with using

WAGAP data for land use planning decisions (or land trust acquisition decisions,

wildlife management decisions, etc.)? What is the major shortcoming?

9. Could your organization have conducted this analysis if it had a proven step-wise

methodology to follow? Or would outside expertise have been necessary?

10. Would your organization have engaged in this pilot project if it needed to pay

market rate consultant fees for this analysis? What if it were not a pilot project

and had been conducted and implemented successfully in other jurisdictions

(counties, regions, municipalities, etc.)?

11. What advice regarding WAGAP would you give to other governments, agencies,

or organizations interested in using this information to plan for biodiversity?

After conducting the interviews, I examined all of the responses and summarized what

appear to be the dominant factors contributing to the successful implementation of

WAGAP in Spokane County.

Timing:  All three of the participants in the pilot project were ideally positioned to

become involved with the application of WAGAP. First, Spokane County was in

search of a methodology for locating and delineating wildlife corridors and

landscape linkages, two categories of critical area included in their CAO which

had not yet been mapped when the County was contacted by the University of
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Washington. Furthermore, the County was in the process of updating its

comprehensive plan and felt that the application of WAGAP might serve to

inform their open space decisions. Second, the regional urban biologist and

regional habitat biologist with the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife

were both interested in conducting an analysis of land cover change over time in

the urbanizing ring around the Spokane metropolitan region. Lastly, the Inland

Northwest Land Trust (INLT) had just hired a full-time salaried executive

director, and the organization was focused on establishing its acquisition

priorities.

Expertise. Due to the population size of Spokane County, the Spokane County

Division of Long Range Planning is large relative to other east side counties and

has many more resources for planning. The aforementioned WDFW biologists are

stationed within the City of Spokane and are able to easily communicate in person

with the County and the INLT. Perhaps most importantly, the County has

extensive GIS expertise, equipment, and data and was able to easily understand

the utility of a computer-based spatial analysis of biological resources. This

expertise enabled the County to quickly provide information necessary to the

analysis, and once it was complete, they could easily adopt the findings and apply

them to their existing GIS data for additional customized analysis.

Preexisting Data. Preexisting data supplied by the County and WDFW were

absolutely crucial to the success of this effort. The County provided an exhaustive

assortment of detailed data layers which included wetlands, hydrology, parcels,

and IUGA boundaries. The summer before the bulk of the WAGAP

implementation work was conducted, the WDFW urban biologist for Spokane

persuaded WDFW to provide funding for me to conduct a fine-scale, five acre

MMU analysis of current land cover using 1995 digital orthophotos. This map

was critical for connecting corridors through the urbanized and urbanizing

landscape within and surrounding the IUGA.
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Personalities.  Perhaps the most important element contributing to the success of this

implementation effort was the presence and involvement of determined and

interested biologists at the WDFW Region 1 office, particularly Howard Ferguson

and Kevin Robinette. Both Howard and Kevin realized the significance of human

modification of the landscape, and are strong advocates of channeling and

directing land use in a way that is least harmful to biodiversity. They continually

offered their support and expertise to the UW, the County, and the INLT. This

pilot project would have been considerably more difficult to conduct if they had

not been involved.

Additionally, Bruce Hunt, the GIS planner in the County’s Division of Long

Range Planning, is an extremely sophisticated GIS and computer user and was

able to quickly accommodate the needs of the student workers participating in the

studio. Bruce is also an advocate of approaching critical area designation from a

more holistic perspective and strongly supports the application of science to

decision making. I feel that without his enthusiastic assistance, it would have been

much more difficult to persuade the County to adopt the findings from the project.

Cost. The importance of project participants not having to pay any money for their

involvement cannot be overstated. All three of the participants received free

expertise, free computer resources, and free finished products in the form of

reports and data CDs from UW. (Although it should be noted that WDFW did

contribute money for the production of the first batch of reports). None of the

entities involved believed they would have voluntarily embarked upon and paid

for a similar analysis and application of the WAGAP data had they not been

approached by the University of Washington. There is a perception that applying

WAGAP to land use planning is costly, complicated, and very time consuming.

To summarize, if the methods developed during the UW studio and refined in this thesis

are to be successfully applied in additional counties, there are several issues that should
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be taken into consideration before selecting the county. Generally, there seem to be four

key factors:

1. Counties must have an existing need or must be convinced of the need to plan for

biodiversity. This need may arise in a number of different contexts, ranging from

complex community debates over how best to deal with habitat destruction associated

with increasing growth or issues associated with resource extraction, to simpler

requirements for fleshing out an existing CAO.

2. There should be an established working relationship (or the potential for establishing

a relationship) between experts in the fields of biology, land use planning, GIS, and land

preservation. One or more of these experts should also be a strong advocate for protecting

biodiversity and for the implementation of the results of the analysis.

3. There should be a substantial amount of preexisting digital information specific to the

implementing county in order to facilitate the analysis and application of WAGAP data.

4. Costs should be kept to a minimum and participants should be strongly encouraged to

capitalize upon all potential data-sharing and cost-sharing opportunities.

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

Although the utility of the analysis and research conducted during the fall studio class

and the writing of this thesis is substantial, there are several key areas of additional

research which would tremendously enhance the quality, accuracy, and usability of the

finished product. These areas include regional coordination, conducting ground truthing,

developing or copying more sophisticated set coverage and optimization algorithms,

writing or copying AMLs to assist in the evaluation of alternative system configurations,

modeling future land use change, and involving the public in refining, modifying, and

evaluating the finished product. Each of these issues is treated in turn below.
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REGIONAL COORDINATION

The analysis conducted for this thesis is based upon the political boundary of Spokane

County, but the vertebrate species and vegetation zones modeled by WAGAP pay no

heed to the county line. Although the County’s municipal responsibilities officially cease

at this arbitrary boundary, the effectiveness of any system of corridors and reserves will

be severely constrained if similar biodiversity planning activities in adjacent jurisdictions

are not coordinated. As mentioned previously, WAGAP data for the five counties

surrounding Spokane County were used in an attempt to integrate the larger ecological

picture into delineation decisions. However, it would be more effective if the same

methods used in Spokane County were simultaneously employed in surrounding counties

to create a consistent multi-county network of corridors and reserves.

GROUND TRUTHING

The first and most useful expansion of this effort is the continuation and eventual

completion of the five acre MMU fine scale land cover mapping. If the entire County can

be mapped at this level of resolution using the most recent air photos available, planners

and elected officials will be able to make more informed decisions about the actual

location, alignment, and boundaries of the proposed corridors and reserves. Secondly,

field-checking should be conducted in parallel with the continuation of the land cover

mapping to ensure that what is being mapped is what actually exists on the ground. This

“ground truthing” can also be designed to serve as a limited accuracy assessment of the

WAGAP vegetation polygons and the predicted distributions for the birds, mammals, and

amphibians and reptiles within Spokane County. As mentioned in Chapter 3, an accuracy

assessment for WAGAP has never been conducted. It is extremely important to have an

understanding of how the percentage of commission and omission errors for the predicted

presence-absence distributions of terrestrial vertebrates accumulates through the additive

analyses detailed in this thesis.
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SET COVERAGE ALGORITHMS

One of the primary elements of the methodology developed during the WAGAP

implementation pilot project was establishing representation as a starting point for

creating a system of corridors and reserves. The specific procedure utilized was extremely

time intensive and is therefore not well suited to conducting multiple runs using different

assumptions. This limitation could be overcome by automating the representation process

by acquiring or creating set-coverage and optimization algorithms of the type used by

Church, Csuti, Pressey, and others. Integrating these algorithms into the analysis would

allow for the evaluation of a variety of approaches to representation, such as comparing

the differences between representing each taxonomic group and adding the results versus

representing all groups simultaneously.

AML A SSISTED EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

An additional improvement through automation might be gained by crafting an AML

(Arc Macro Language) or Avenue script to analyze the effects of potential reserve

locations and corridor alignments. Due to time constraints and lack of expertise, no such

programming was conducted during the studio class or the writing of this thesis. This

AML would be able to automate the process of querying the attributes for each species to

determine how predicted ranges are affected by changes to the number, position, width,

and configuration of corridors and reserves. This improvement would enable planners and

decision makers to more quickly evaluate the impacts of an array of alternative systems.

FUTURE LAND USE CHANGE MODELING

Conducting an analysis of parcel susceptibility to land use change through modeling will

enable counties and smaller municipalities to take WAGAP implementation to the “next

level.” An effective model would be able to predict with some accuracy which areas are

most likely to experience a conversion from natural conditions to new development.
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Having this parcel-based modeling information available during the analysis phase would

enable planners and decision makers to evaluate the potential economic and political

consequences (in addition to the biological consequences) of different alternatives for

system extent and configuration. Land use modeling would be particularly beneficial for

determining which of those areas that are absolutely necessary for vertebrate

representation (and are therefore irreplaceable) are also the most likely to come under

intense development pressure and should consequently be top priorities for protection.

CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT AND PARTICIPATION

Citizen involvement and participation is an essential component of applying WAGAP to

land use planning. In future applications of WAGAP, the inclusion of the public should

take place at least twice during the implementation process:  before analysis is initiated

and before any system is adopted. Public education should precede any decision to use

WAGAP in order to explain the difference between planning for individual species and

planning for biodiversity. This is a complicated but critical concept for the electorate to

understand, and the level of support for the new approach will be directly related to the

effectiveness of the education effort.

Once there appears to be adequate support for moving forward, the analysis should take

place as quickly and efficiently as possible. The process for analysis outlined in this

thesis is science driven and would not in my opinion be improved by citizen participation.

However, I do believe that once the analysis is complete and alternatives have been

prepared, additional citizen involvement is important for determining final alignments,

boundaries, implementation strategies, and management regimes.

MONITORING

After a system of corridors and reserves is added to the CAO as a new category of critical

area, it will be necessary to develop and implement a monitoring effort to ensure that the
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amended ordinance is serving its intended purpose: protecting habitat and the organisms

within it. This monitoring program should be administered through both the long range

and the current planning and permitting divisions of the County. The long range division

could conduct an annual analysis of land cover change in the system of corridors and

reserves to determine how much of the natural vegetative cover has been modified or

converted to other uses. The current planning staff would conduct a day-to-day

monitoring operation by maintaining a tracking system on all permitted development

activity within the corridors and reserves. Used in conjunction, these two efforts would

greatly facilitate enforcement efforts by enabling the County to determine where and how

much illegal land cover modification is occurring on a yearly basis.



CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This thesis has demonstrated that it is possible to apply biological knowledge to land use

planning in a rigorous, methodical, and repeatable fashion. By combining WAGAP data

about the predicted distributions of terrestrial vertebrates with a variety of existing data, I

have shown that enacting more rigid protections on just a portion of the landscape will

yield disproportionately higher levels of protection for biodiversity. Specifically, if

Spokane County protects the most important 30 percent of the County, the average

percentage of additional protected habitat within Spokane County will equal 44 percent

for reptiles and amphibians, 41 percent for mammals, and 37 percent for birds, equaling

39 percent for all three groups. The range of some species will be almost entirely

encompassed in the proposed system. Furthermore, three of the least protected vegetation

zones in the state will receive considerably more protection. The additional increase in

protected land within the Ponderosa Pine vegetation zone will increase by 26.5 percent,

Three-tip Sage by 23.9 percent, and Palouse by 10.6 percent.

Perhaps most importantly, the fact that this pilot implementation project involved real

clients with real needs is proof that these methods work and that the results will be used.

Based upon the interviews I conducted with the Spokane County Division of Long Range

Planning, the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the Inland Northwest

Land Trust, the information produced through the application of WAGAP is unique and

valuable to all of them. The results were finalized in January, and so far Spokane County

is using the information to update its Critical Areas Ordinance and evaluate a proposed

loop road system; WDFW is using the data to evaluate parcels nominated for a recently

re-approved and tax-payer funded Conservation Futures Program; and the INLT has used

and will continue to use the results as the foundation for their entire conservation
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strategy. I am confident that additional implementation efforts will be equally successful

if these methods are applied in a cost-effective manner in additional counties possessing

the need, expertise, necessary data, and enthusiastic personalities. However, despite the

enormous potential benefits from applying WAGAP to land use planning, there is no easy

way to solve the significantly larger problems which necessitated the creation of a

program like WAGAP in the first place.

THE LARGER PROBLEM

The diversity of life on our planet is vanishing and it is largely our fault. Every choice we

make affects every other organism on this planet, and for too long we have ignored the

connections between other species and the environmental services we have (until

recently) taken for granted. When a species is exterminated, its unique genetic legacy and

evolutionary potential is erased from history. Not only is this a morally and aesthetically

repugnant consequence of our avaricious lifestyle, it is also maladaptive for humanity as a

species. It is not in our best interests to continue to eliminate the organisms that maintain

our life support systems.

The primary reason species are forced into extinction is through the destruction and

fragmentation of too much of their habitat (Meffe and Carroll 1996). It logically follows

that the primary reason there is too much habitat being fragmented and destroyed is

because there are too many humans consuming too many resources and converting too

much habitat to suit their needs. Conversely, if there were fewer humans consuming

fewer resources fewer species would become extinct. Hence, any effort to protect

biodiversity through preserving habitat and attempting to conserve species will be futile

unless we humans immediately slow our rate of population growth and eventually reduce

our total population to ecologically sustainable levels. It is a binary choice:  we cannot

sustain the present rate of human population growth and maintain biodiversity. They are

mutually exclusive options.
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However, this thesis is far too narrow in scope to grapple in any meaningful way with

problems stemming from global overpopulation and rampant consumerism. What it does

demonstrate is how we can do a much better job of deciding which habitats we are going

to destroy by making a conscious effort to find those habitats that are most important and

choosing to avoid and (more importantly) protect them. Furthermore, when we have

decided to destroy habitat, we can do it in a way that is less destructive by covering less

of the land with structures and replacing less of the native vegetation with invasive exotic

ornamental species.

In my opinion, these choices are best made in the context of land use planning. This

thesis demonstrates that it is possible to successfully plan for biodiversity by applying

existing information to plans and to the planning process. By combining the biological

and ecological knowledge of WAGAP with existing data sets and utilizing this new

information to inform the planning process and aid decision making, it is possible to

make more informed choices about our land use activities and thereby protect the legacy

of billions of years of evolution.
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APPENDIX A: PREDICTED DISTRIBUTION, CURRENT LEVEL OF

PROTECTION, AND POTENTIAL LEVEL OF PROTECTION UNDER PROPOSED

CORRIDORS AND RESERVES SYSTEM



BIRDS

Scientific Name Common Name Total
Area

Currently
Protected

Percent
Currently
Protected

Protected
in

System

Existing
Protected
in System

Amount
Additional
Protected

Percent
Additional
Protected

'Accipiter cooperii' Cooper`s Hawk' 10643 861 8% 6007 573.22 5433.78 51.1%
'Accipiter gentilis' 'Northern Goshawk' 94187 14400 15% 77868 14243 63625 67.6%
'Actitis macularia' Spotted Sandpiper' 11357 861 8% 6273 573 5700 50.2%
'Accipiter striatus' 'Sharp-shinned Hawk' 413375 37719 9% 234627 35944 198683 48.1%
'Aegolius acadicus' 'Northern Saw-whet

Owl'
385036 34970 9% 213267 33356 179911 46.7%

'Aeronautes saxatalis''White-throated Swift' 26593 645 2% 6504 367 6137 23.1%
'Agelaius phoeniceus''Red-winged Blackbird' 1133328 40311 4% 337762 36784 300978 26.6%
'Aix sponsa' 'Wood Duck' 9083 861.14 9% 5776 573.22 5202.78 57.3%
'Ammodramus
savannarum'

'Grasshopper Sparrow' 90460 975 1% 29466 128 29338 32.4%

'Anas acuta' 'Northern Pintail' 8286 861.14 10% 5161 573.22 4587.78 55.4%
'Anas clypeata' 'Northern Shoveler' 1930 0 0% 497 0 497 25.8%
'Anas crecca' Green-winged Teal' 9944 861.14 9% 5207 573.22 4633.78 46.6%
'Anas cyanoptera' 'Cinnamon Teal' 10697 861.14 8% 5617 573.22 5043.78 47.2%
'Anas discors' 'Blue-winged Teal' 3620 736.96 20% 2081 471.83 1609.17 44.5%
'Anas platyrhynchos' 'Mallard' 175350 929.97 1% 41170 599.25 40570.75 23.1%
'Anas strepera' 'Gadwall' 705 0 0% 431 0 431 61.1%
'Archilochus
alexandri'

'Black-chinned
Hummingbird'

371156 21438 6% 149755 19686 130069 35.0%

'Asio flammeus' 'Short-eared Owl' 322268 907.53 0% 33945 89.45 33855.55 10.5%
'Asio otus' 'Long-eared Owl' 519065 1859 0% 72454 720 71734 13.8%
'Speotyto cunicularia'Burrowing Owl' 686.65 0 0% 28.47 0 28.47 4.1%
'Aythya americana' 'Redhead' 4381 287 7% 2075 244.93 1830.07 41.8%



'Aythya collaris' Ring-necked Duck' 416787 38580 9% 240404 36517 203887 48.9%
'Aythya valisineria' Canvasback' 705 286.72 41% 644 244.93 399.07 56.6%
'Bombycilla cedrorum'Cedar Waxwing' 674758 39396 6% 298108 36695 261413 38.7%
'Bonasa umbellus' 'Ruffed Grouse' 457645 38650 8% 244832 36566 208266 45.5%
'Bucephala islandica' 'Barrow`s Goldeneye' 22.14 0 0% 0 0 0 0.0%
'Buteo jamaicensis' 'Red-tailed Hawk' 1100744 40304 4% 336484 36784 299700 27.2%
'Buteo regalis' 'Ferruginous Hawk' 686.7 0 0% 28.47 0 28.47 4.1%
'Butorides virescens' Green Heron' 79658 0 0% 17720 0 17720 22.2%
'Bubo virginianus' 'Great Horned Owl' 1058909 40303 4% 334546 36784 297762 28.1%
'Cathartes aura' Turkey Vulture' 766404 40255 5% 313583 36737 276846 36.1%
'Callipepla
californica'

California Quail' 524232 21686 4% 188118 19169 168949 32.2%

'Carpodacus cassinii' 'Cassin`s Finch' 413375 37719 9% 234627 35944 198683 48.1%
'Catharus fuscescens''Veery' 354598 38085 11% 204261 36033 168228 47.4%
'Carduelis pinus' 'Pine Siskin' 425449 37719 9% 247717 35944 211773 49.8%
'Carpodacus
mexicanus'

'House Finch' 217647 889 0% 34469 592 33877 15.6%

'Catherpes mexicanus''Canyon Wren' 86516 6407 7% 33698 5826 27872 32.2%
'Carduelis tristis' 'American Goldfinch' 715723 40302 6% 323315 36784 286531 40.0%
'Catharus ustulatus' 'Swainson`s Thrush' 277365 24765 9% 160714 23391 137323 49.5%
'Ceryle alcyon' 'Belted Kingfisher' 11357 861 8% 6273 573 5700 50.2%
'Certhia americana' 'Brown Creeper' 155191 17997 12% 116855 17602 99253 64.0%
'Chondestes
grammacus'

Lark Sparrow' 73033 90.18 0% 23991 57.51 23933.49 32.8%

'Chordeiles minor' 'Common Nighthawk' 1057350 40304 4% 334316 36784 297532 28.1%
'Chlidonias niger' Black Tern' 11357 861 8% 6273 573 5700 50.2%
'Chaetura vauxi' 'Vaux`s Swift' 289925 15974 6% 124582 15133 109449 37.8%
'Charadrius vociferus''Killdeer' 366281 2520 1% 78203 802 77401 21.1%
'Circus cyaneus' Northern Harrier' 476714 1301 0% 56400 441.22 55958.78 11.7%
'Cinclus mexicanus' American Dipper' 228564 21891 10% 126300 20701 105599 46.2%



'Cistothorus palustris''Marsh Wren' 10697 861 8% 5617 573 5044 47.2%
'Colaptes auratus' Northern Flicker' 785453 40302 5% 327389 36784 290605 37.0%
'Contopus borealis' Olive-sided Flycatcher' 457700 38650 8% 244882 36556 208326 45.5%
'Corvus
brachyrhynchos

'American Crow' 674655 23160 3% 215785 19953 195832 29.0%

'Columba livia' Rock Dove' 623385 1973 0% 67323 827 66496 10.7%
'Corvus corax' 'Common Raven' 1056052 40304 4% 334281 36784 297497 28.2%
'Contopus sordidulus''Western Wood-Pewee' 682934 39396 6% 298993 36695 262298 38.4%
'Coccothraustes
vespertinus'

'Evening Grosbeak' 348156 37682 11% 208534 35907 172627 49.6%

'Cyanocitta stelleri' 'Steller`s Jay' 704289 39396 6% 286890 36695 250195 35.5%
'Dendroica coronata' 'Yellow-rumped

Warbler'
407703 37719 9% 234627 35944 198683 48.7%

'Dendragapus
obscurus'

Blue Grouse' 224122 21010 9% 123310 20473 102837 45.9%

'Dendroica petechia' 'Yellow Warbler' 478180 38650 8% 258923 36556 222367 46.5%
'Dendroica townsendi'Townsend`s Warbler' 142502 17149 12% 107431 16831 90600 63.6%
'Dolichonyx
oryzivorus'

'Bobolink' 2433 0 0% 52.36 0 52.36 2.2%

'Dryocopus pileatus' 'Pileated Woodpecker' 406683 37719 9% 232811 35944 196867 48.4%
'Dumetella
carolinensis'

'Gray Catbird' 44015 931 2% 10321 611 9710 22.1%

'Empidonax
occidentalis'

Cordilleran Flycatcher' 152073 18858 12% 115662 18175 97487 64.1%

'Empidonax
hammondii'

'Hammond`s Flycatcher' 115404 15248 13% 84990 15013 69977 60.6%

'Empidonax
oberholseri'

'Dusky Flycatcher' 315851 20729 7% 143202 19241 123961 39.2%

'Empidonax traillii' 'Willow Flycatcher' 587009 39327 7% 274897 36656 238241 40.6%
'Empidonax wrightii' Gray Flycatcher' 93560 6263 7% 31904 5499 26405 28.2%



'Eremophila alpestris''Horned Lark' 523675 1035 0% 67534 216 67318 12.9%
'Euphagus
cyanocephalus'

'Brewer`s Blackbird' 625926 2585 0% 85350 840 84510 13.5%

'Falco mexicanus' 'Prairie Falcon' 14662 0 0% 264.32 0 264.32 1.8%
'Falco sparverius' American Kestrel' 901033 22307 2% 221862 19182 202680 22.5%
'Fulica americana' 'American Coot' 11357 861 8% 6273 573 5700 50.2%
'Gallinago gallinago' 'Common Snipe' 189218 1608 1% 43579 712 42867 22.7%
'Geothlypis trichas' 'Common Yellowthroat' 6625 861 13% 4311 573 3738 56.4%
'Glaucidium gnoma' 'Northern Pygmy-Owl' 442944 37789 9% 239106 35982 203124 45.9%
'Hirundo pyrrhonota' 'Cliff Swallow' 1140020 40311 4% 339579 36784 302795 26.6%
'Hirundo rustica' Barn Swallow' 1140020 40311 4% 339579 36784 302795 26.6%
'Icterus bullockii' 'Bullock`s Oriole' 27122 1208 4% 9737 680 9057 33.4%
'Icteria virens' 'Yellow-breasted Chat' 269958 20583 8% 132753 18916 113837 42.2%
'Ixoreus naevius' 'Varied Thrush' 96074 14400 15% 78201 14273 63928 66.5%
'Junco hyemalis' 'Dark-eyed Junco' 371971 37751 10% 210259 35945 174314 46.9%
'Larus delawarensis' Ring-billed Gull' 14543 0 0% 868 0 868 6.0%
'Lophodytes
cucullatus'

'Hooded Merganser' 416787 38580 9% 240404 36517 203887 48.9%

'Loxia curvirostra' 'Red Crossbill' 413705 37719 9% 238010 35944 202066 48.8%
'Meleagris gallopavo' 'Wild Turkey' 296075 20583 7% 127936 18356 109580 37.0%
'Melanerpes lewis' 'Lewis` Woodpecker' 182452 20259 11% 88243 18633 69610 38.2%
'Melospiza lincolnii' 'Lincoln`s Sparrow' 55.63 0 0% 49.91 0 49.91 89.7%
'Melospiza melodia' 'Song Sparrow' 730291 39396 5% 302000 36695 265305 36.3%
'Mergus merganser' 'Common Merganser' 8333 574.42 7% 5442 328.29 5113.71 61.4%
'Molothrus ater' 'Brown-headed

Cowbird'
1100744 40304 4% 336484 36784 299700 27.2%

'Myadestes townsendi'Townsend`s Solitaire' 426237 37704 9% 233651 35898 197753 46.4%
'Numenius
americanus'

'Long-billed Curlew' 687 0 0% 28.47 0 28.47 4.1%

'Nucifraga 'Clark`s Nutcracker' 97262 5763 6% 35245 5460 29785 30.6%



columbiana'
'Oporornis tolmiei' MacGillivray`s Warbler' 44325 931 2% 10255 611 9644 21.8%
'Oreoscoptes
montanus'

'Sage Thrasher' 687 0 0% 28.47 0 28.47 4.1%

'Otus flammeolus' 'Flammulated Owl' 112211 6610 6% 42331 6230 36101 32.2%
'Otus kennicottii' 'Western Screech-Owl' 445931 38580 9% 254768 36517 218251 48.9%
'Oxyura jamaicensis' 'Ruddy Duck' 8654 861.14 10% 6154 573.22 5580.78 64.5%
'Passerina amoena' 'Lazuli Bunting' 504584 22337 4% 187437 19953 167484 33.2%
'Parus atricapillus' 'Black-capped

Chickadee'
54342 861 2% 8031 573 7458 13.7%

'Passer domesticus' 'House Sparrow' 524319 136.21 0% 31804 126 31678 6.0%
'Parus gambeli' 'Mountain Chickadee' 415326 37672 9% 240287 35897 204390 49.2%
'Pandion haliaetus' 'Osprey' 6861 574.42 8% 4601 328.29 4272.71 62.3%
'Passerella iliaca' 'Fox Sparrow' 141818 17102 12% 106764 16784 89980 63.4%
'Parus rufescens' 'Chestnut-backed

Chickadee'
101676 14400 14% 78205 14243 63962 62.9%

'Passerculus
sandwichensis'

'Savannah Sparrow' 589158 1432 0% 79393 505 78888 13.4%

'Perisoreus
canadensis'

'Gray Jay' 105064 14400 14% 79462 14243 65219 62.1%

'Perdix perdix' 'Gray Partridge' 443161 1105 0% 49510 253.8 49256.2 11.1%
'Phasianus colchicus''Ring-necked Pheasant' 845485 21446 3% 197966 17609 180357 21.3%
'Pheucticus
melanocephalus'

'Black-headed
Grosbeak'

186498 1608 1% 43891 712 43179 23.2%

'Phalaenoptilus
nuttallii'

'Common Poorwill' 200295 20329 10% 92732 18671 74061 37.0%

'Phalaropus tricolor' 'Wilson`s Phalarope' 5632 287 5% 1724 245 1479 26.3%
'Picoides albolarvatus''White-headed

Woodpecker'
1961 0 0% 8.79 0 8.79 0.4%

'Picoides arcticus' 'Black-backed 3237 0 0% 333.03 0 333.03 10.3%



Woodpecker'
'Pipilo maculatus' 'Spotted Towhee' 643127 39396 6% 291076 36695 254381 39.6%
'Piranga ludoviciana' 'Western Tanager' 382932 37751 10% 216997 35945 181052 47.3%
'Pica pica' 'Black-billed Magpie' 619511 2007 0% 83538 834 82704 13.3%
'Picoides pubescens' 'Downy Woodpecker' 286244 1608 1% 48315 712 47603 16.6%
'Picoides villosus' 'Hairy Woodpecker' 420513 37694 9% 240786 35919 204867 48.7%
'Pooecetes gramineus''Vesper Sparrow' 90460 975 1% 29466 128 29338 32.4%
'Porzana carolina' 'Sora' 178309 1170 1% 39946 599 39347 22.1%
'Rallus limicola' 'Virginia Rail' 8511 737 9% 2978 472 2506 29.4%
'Regulus calendula' 'Ruby-crowned Kinglet' 1081 47.34 4% 1069 47.34 1021.66 94.5%
'Regulus satrapa' 'Golden-crowned

Kinglet'
142502 17149 12% 107431 16831 90600 63.6%

'Riparia riparia' 'Bank Swallow' 10222 861 8% 6220 573 5647 55.2%
'Salpinctes obsoletus''Rock Wren' 72751 733 1% 30911 456 30455 41.9%
'Sayornis saya' 'Say`s Phoebe' 396455 908 0% 49593 89.45 49503.55 12.5%
'Seiurus
noveboracensis'

'Northern Waterthrush' 14631 255 2% 6130 193.39 5936.61 40.6%

'Setophaga ruticilla' 'American Redstart' 213566 18121 8% 141227 17703 123524 57.8%
'Selasphorus rufus' 'Rufous Hummingbird' 243006 19196 8% 135875 18181 117694 48.4%
'Sitta carolinensis' White-breasted

Nuthatch'
279451 19812 7% 131121 18432 112689 40.3%

'Sialia currucoides' 'Mountain Bluebird' 129737 6263 5% 41982 5499 36483 28.1%
'Sialia mexicana' 'Western Bluebird' 574496 20513 4% 170235 18494 151741 26.4%
'Sitta pygmaea' 'Pygmy Nuthatch' 272163 19812 7% 133703 18432 115271 42.4%
'Sitta canadensis' 'Red-breasted Nuthatch' 407703 37719 9% 234627 35944 198683 48.7%
'Spizella breweri' 'Brewer`s Sparrow' 687 0 0% 28.47 0 28.47 4.1%
'Sphyrapicus nuchalis'Red-naped Sapsucker' 464595 38650 8% 253163 36556 216607 46.6%
'Spizella passerina' 'Chipping Sparrow' 592726 38488 6% 253179 36074 217105 36.6%
'Stellula calliope' 'Calliope Hummingbird' 381272 38278 10% 214031 36226 177805 46.6%
'Stelgidopteryx 'Northern Rough- 11357 861 8% 6273 573 5700 50.2%



serripennis' winged Swallow'
'Sturnella neglecta' 'Western Meadowlark' 613626 1393 0% 78956 261 78695 12.8%
'Strix varia' 'Barred Owl' 213902 21010 10% 120286 20473 99813 46.7%
'Sturnus vulgaris' 'European Starling' 991068 23162 2% 231746 19953 211793 21.4%
'Tachycineta bicolor' 'Tree Swallow' 675239 39396 6% 284833 36695 248138 36.7%
'Tachycineta
thalassina'

'Violet-green Swallow' 721641 39403 5% 287964 36695 251269 34.8%

'Troglodytes aedon' 'House Wren' 644370 22337 3% 202446 19953 182493 28.3%
'Troglodytes
troglodytes'

'Winter Wren' 134120 17149 13% 105546 16831 88715 66.1%

'Turdus migratorius' 'American Robin' 777667 39486 5% 309952 36784 273168 35.1%
'Tyto alba' 'Barn Owl' 501589 1859 0% 55775 720 55055 11.0%
'Tyrannus tyrannus' 'Eastern Kingbird' 580555 2247 0% 69376 834 68542 11.8%
'Tyrannus verticalis' 'Western Kingbird' 855396 21969 3% 204916 19176 185740 21.7%
'Vermivora celata' 'Orange-crowned

Warbler'
289886 24787 9% 160308 23382 136926 47.2%

'Vermivora ruficapilla''Nashville Warbler' 60167 1117 2% 20712 771 19941 33.1%
'Vireo gilvus' 'Warbling Vireo' 557108 39072 7% 252335 36412 215923 38.8%
'Vireo olivaceus' 'Red-eyed Vireo' 6861 574 8% 4601 328 4273 62.3%
'Vireo solitarius' 'Solitary Vireo' 348156 37682 11% 208534 35907 172627 49.6%
'Wilsonia pusilla' 'Wilson`s Warbler' 2090 47.34 2% 2075 47.34 2027.66 97.0%
'Xanthocephalus
xanthocephalus'

'Yellow-headed
Blackbird'

11357 861 8% 6273 573 5700 50.2%

'Zenaida macroura' 'Mourning Dove' 669240 1392 0% 93456 260 93196 13.9%



MAMMALS

Scientific Name Common Name Total
Area

Currently
Protected

Percent
Currently
Protected

Protected
in

System

Existing
Protected
in System

Amount
Additional
Protected

Percent
Additional
Protected

'Alces alces' 'Moose' 2602 47.34 2% 1504 47.34 1456.66 56%
'Antrozous pallidus' 'Pallid Bat' 10681 0 0% 8643 0 8643 81%
'Canis latrans' 'Coyote' 905693 22307 2% 223534 19182 204352 23%
'Castor canadensis' 'Beaver' 664608 39396 6% 285450 36695 248755 37%
'Cervus elaphus' 'Elk' 454250 38338 8% 248353 36286 212067 47%
'Clethrionomys
gapperi'

'Gapper`s Red-backed
Vole'

199344 17997 9% 127457 17602 109855 55%

'Didelphis virginiana' 'Virginia Opossum' 41993 450 1% 2944 227 2717 6%
'Eptesicus fuscus' 'Big Brown Bat' 776039 39493 5% 310074 36784 273290 35%
'Erethizon dorsatum' 'Porcupine' 474421 38650 8% 258923 36556 222367 47%
'Felis concolor' 'Mountain Lion' 440152 38326 9% 240670 36273 204397 46%
'Glaucomys sabrinus''Northern Flying

Squirrel'
422547 38580 9% 239794 36517 203277 48%

'Gulo gulo' 'Wolverine' 8461 193 2% 5454 193 5261 62%
'Lasiurus cinereus' 'Hoary Bat' 681375 39396 6% 298763 36695 262068 38%
'Lemmiscus curtatus' 'Sagebrush Vole' 10250 0 0% 8213 0 8213 80%
'Lasionycteris
noctivagans'

'Silver-haired Bat' 422459 38580 9% 240404 36517 203887 48%

'Lepus americanus' 'Snowshoe Hare' 148174 17149 12% 107431 16831 90600 61%
'Lepus townsendii' 'White-tailed Jack

Rabbit'
10250 0 0% 8213 0 8213 80%

'Lutra canadensis' 'River Otter' 6146 574 9% 4601 328 4273 70%
'Lynx rufus' 'Bobcat' 740760 40302 5% 325187 36784 288403 39%
'Marmota flaviventris' 'Yellow-bellied Marmot' 89624 975 1% 29466 128 29338 33%



'Mephitis mephitis' 'Striped Skunk' 274212 1339 0% 50639 744 49895 18%
'Microtus longicaudus''Long-tailed Vole' 550905 38629 7% 280927 36524 244403 44%
'Microtus montanus' 'Montane Vole' 899311 22307 2% 221649 19182 202467 23%
'Microtus
pennsylvanicus'

'Meadow Vole' 490031 39279 8% 252795 36650 216145 44%

'Mustela erminea' 'Ermine' 191708 17487 9% 124165 16838 107327 56%
'Mustela frenata' 'Long-tailed Weasel' 1056052 40304 4% 334281 36784 297497 28%
'Mus musculus' 'House Mouse' 606679 755 0% 55267 139 55128 9%
'Mustela vison' 'Mink' 606679 39396 6% 284953 36695 248258 41%
'Myotis evotis' 'Long-eared Myotis' 681375 39396 6% 298763 36695 262068 38%
'Myotis ciliolabrum' 'Small-footed Myotis' 375261 907 0% 34622 89.45 34532.55 9%
'Myotis lucifugus' 'Little Brown Myotis' 743565 39403 5% 289986 36695 253291 34%
'Myotis californicus' 'California Myotis' 743565 39403 5% 289986 36695 253291 34%
'Myotis thysanodes' 'Fringed Myotis' 851242 21862 3% 202054 19069 182985 21%
'Myotis volans' 'Long-legged Myotis' 422459 38580 9% 240404 36517 203887 48%
'Myotis yumanensis' 'Yuma Myotis' 686112 39396 6% 300529 36695 263834 38%
'Neotoma cinerea' 'Bushy-tailed Woodrat' 533342 39556 7% 284312 36645 247667 46%
'Odocoileus hemionus''Mule Deer' 484652 38739 8% 263902 36645 227257 47%
'Odocoileus
virginianus'

'White-tailed Deer' 541820 21489 4% 192292 19182 173110 32%

'Ondatra zibethicus' 'Muskrat' 401899 21799 5% 160534 19812 140722 35%
'Peromyscus
maniculatus'

'Deer Mouse' 1100744 40304 4% 336484 36784 299700 27%

'Perognathus parvus' 'Great Basin Pocket
Mouse'

52367 0 0% 11186 0 11186 21%

'Phenacomys
intermedius'

'Heather Vole' 1467 47.34 3% 1452 47.34 1404.66 96%

'Plecotus townsendii' 'Townsend`s Big-eared
Bat'

1140021 40311 4% 339579 36784 302795 27%

'Procyon lotor' 'Raccoon' 220331 1270 1% 33019 706 32313 15%



'Rattus norvegicus' 'Norway Rat' 83969 6.86 0% 5298 0 5298 6%
'Reithrodontomys
megalotis'

'Western Harvest
Mouse'

321529 908 0% 33945 89.45 33855.55 11%

'Sciurus carolinensis' 'Eastern Gray Squirrel' 39295 0 0% 1378 0 1378 4%
'Sorex cinereus' 'Masked Shrew' 137953 17149 12% 103759 16831 86928 63%
'Sorex hoyi' 'Pygmy Shrew' 93967 14400 15% 77940 14243 63697 68%
'Sorex monticolus' 'Montane Shrew' 708585 14400 2% 79897 14243 65654 9%
'Sorex palustris' 'Water Shrew' 87297 14171 16% 76109 14053 62056 71%
'Sorex vagrans' 'Vagrant Shrew' 1100744 40304 4% 336484 36784 299700 27%
'Spermophilus
columbianus'

'Columbian Ground
Squirrel'

842508 21446 3% 204768 18609 186159 22%

'Spermophilus
lateralis'

'Golden-mantled
Ground Squirrel'

117569 6341 5% 46813 6230 40583 35%

'Spermophilus
washingtoni'

'Washington Ground
Squirrel'

687 0 0% 28.47 0 28.47 4%

'Sylvilagus floridanus''Eastern Cottontail' 70705 471 1% 4828 246 4582 6%
'Sylvilagus nuttallii' 'Nuttall`s Cottontail' 75641 906 1% 39430 89.45 39340.55 52%
'Tamias amoenus' 'Yellow-pine Chipmunk' 291073 20570 7% 142644 19113 123531 42%
'Tamiasciurus
hudsonicus'

'Red Squirrel' 429284 37719 9% 246619 35944 210675 49%

'Tamias minimus' 'Least Chipmunk' 10250 0 0% 8243 0 8243 80%
'Tamias ruficaudus' 'Red-tailed Chipmunk' 1467 47.34 3% 1452 47.34 1404.66 96%
'Taxidea taxus' 'Badger' 107831 975 1% 43010 128 42882 40%
'Thomomys talpoides''Northern Pocket

Gopher'
475349 20746 4% 192900 18477 174423 37%

'Ursus americanus' 'Black Bear' 369226 38326 10% 205348 36273 169075 46%
'Vulpes vulpes' 'Red Fox' 88509 619 1% 23855 12.83 23842.17 27%
'Zapus princeps' 'Western Jumping

Mouse'
110484 14400 13% 78257 14243 64014 58%



HERPTILES

Scientific Name Common Name Total
Area

Currently
Protected

Percent
Currently
Protected

Protected
in

System

Existing
Protected
in System

Amount
Additional
Protected

Percent
Additional
Protected

'Ambystoma
macrodactylum'

'Long-toed Salamander' 296216 20583 7% 144364 18976 125388 42%

'Ambystoma tigrinum''Tiger Salamander' 78220 906 1% 40448 89.45 40358.55 52%
'Bufo boreas' 'Western Toad' 150088 17149 11% 107886 16831 91055 61%
'Charina bottae' 'Rubber Boa' 429391 38456 9% 248663 36416 212247 49%
'Chrysemys picta' 'Painted Turtle' 10222 861 8% 6220 573 5647 55%
'Coluber constrictor' 'Racer' 90460 975 1% 29466 128 29338 32%
'Crotalus viridis' 'Western Rattlesnake' 72510 905 1% 38933 89.45 38843.55 54%
'Elgaria coerulea' 'Northern Alligator

Lizard'
281445 21431 8% 135259 19686 115573 41%

'Eumeces skiltonianus''Western Skink' 322238 20742 6% 150815 19043 131772 41%
'Hypsiglena torquata' 'Night Snake' 687 0 0% 28.47 0 28.47 4%
'Phrynosoma
douglassii'

'Short-horned Lizard' 10250 0 0% 8213 0 8213 80%

'Hyla regilla' 'Pacific Treefrog' 660017 39396 6% 297458 36695 260763 40%
'Rana catesbeiana' 'Bullfrog' 150056 1270 1% 28476 706 27770 19%
'Rana luteiventris' 'Columbia Spotted Frog' 533342 39556 7% 284312 36645 247667 46%
'Scaphiopus
intermontanus'

'Great Basin Spadefoot' 54725 816 1% 21855 0 21855 40%

'Thamnophis elegans''Western Terrestrial
Garter Snake'

293359 20583 7% 144099 18916 125183 43%

'Thamnophis sirtalis' 'Common Garter Snake' 444929 38580 9% 254846 36517 218329 49%



APPENDIX B:  RESULTS OF PARTICIPANT INTERVIEWS

Please note that these are *NOT* verbatim transcripts taken from a recording. They are

my best recollection of the respondents’ answers based upon notes I took during the

conversation. I wrote the following responses using my notes immediately after

concluding each interview. Any misrepresentations or misunderstandings are my sole

responsibility.

All interviewees were asked the initial set of questions, which are italicized and

numbered. Spontaneous follow-up questions are italicized but not numbered.

TIM LAWHEAD, PLANNER AT SPOKANE COUNTY DIVISION OF LONG RANGE

PLANNING

1. How did you become involved with the Spokane County Gap Implementation Project?

Dr. Westerlund contacted me and asked if I was interested in participating in the class

project. Just before that, Kevin Robinette had mentioned to me that we might have a

chance to be involved with the project.

2. What, if anything, did you know about GAP and GAP analysis before your involvement

with this project?

I knew a little bit about the project because I had filled out some GAP related surveys

from the University of Washington pertaining to the types of regulations we had in place

at Spokane County.

Do you remember which department at the University sent the survey?

No.

3. In your own words, please describe GAP and explain why it was conducted.
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GAP is a program to identify where concentrations of different species or habitats are,

then looking to see if these areas are protected or not protected. I guess it can be used to

see what might be required to increase the level of protection for a species, or for a group

of species—how to fill in the gaps between existing protective measures.

4. What was your understanding of the potential outcome of this implementation project

when it was initiated? In other words, what did you think might be possible through the

application of this data?

Well, we had been working with PHS for our critical areas ordinance because it was all

that was available to us, but we found out that there were other habitats we were

interested in that weren’t included in the PHS information—these are the wildlife

corridors and landscape linkages we included in the CAO. These habitat types aren’t

really encompassed by the riparian areas or other critical areas covered in the ordinance,

and we needed a way to locate and map them.

5. How do the end results differ from your expectations, if at all?

They are more than I had hoped for. I was expecting it to be really difficult and really

complicated. I was really very pleased with the results.

6. How have you used and how do you intend to use the results of the pilot project?

Well, we need to get the results in to our mapping system. It would be easiest for us if

WDFW would do this, but they are having budget problems, so there might not be

sufficient funds available for them to do so. After our comprehensive plan is updated, we

will have to update all of our ordinances to bring them into compliance. At that point we

will be able to include the mapped wildlife corridors and landscape linkages, re-defined

according to the changes you suggested, and include an updated map reflecting the

location of the corridors and linkages.

7. How could the analysis have been conducted differently or presented differently to

make it more useful to your needs?
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Well, it’s fine as-is. We will need to do some ground truthing, and the level of detail

needs to be addressed. So we will probably go in and check the corridors and linkages

against airphotos, things of that nature.

8. In your opinion, what is the major advantage or benefit associated with using GAP

data for land use planning decisions (or land trust acquisition decisions, wildlife

management decisions, etc.)? What is the major shortcoming?

The main advantage is that the general approach is holistic because it looks at the overall

richness of many species, not just a few rare, threatened and endangered species here and

there. So I think this approach will do a better job at ensuring the survival of a wider

variety of species. I don’t really see any disadvantages to it, except of course for the

accuracy of the data—better accuracy would help a lot. [I think what Tim is getting at

here is resolution, but I can’t be sure]

9. Could your organization have conducted this analysis if it had a proven step-wise

methodology to follow? Or would outside expertise have been necessary?

Yes, I think we could, but I know that many others couldn’t because they simply don’t

have the equipment or expertise.

10. Would your organization have engaged in this pilot project if it needed to pay market

rate consultant fees for this analysis? What if it were not a pilot project and had been

conducted and implemented successfully in other jurisdictions (counties, regions,

municipalities, etc.)?

No, because there just wouldn’t have been enough money available. Yes, with a proven

track record and a low cost, we probably would have done it. We would have had to do

something because of the hole in our ordinance relative to the corridors and linkages.

11. What advice regarding GAP would you give to other governments, agencies, or

organizations interested in using this information to plan for biodiversity?
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They should use it to supplement the PHS data, I think this really strengthens it. The

introductory section of your class report does a really good job explaining how it should

be used in conjunction with the PHS data.

BRUCE HUNT, GIS PLANNER AT SPOKANE COUNTY DIVISION OF LONG

RANGE PLANNING

1. How did you become involved with the Spokane County Gap Implementation Project?

I was first contacted by Howard Ferguson and Kevin Robinette from WDFW.

How long have you been working with WDFW?

About six years. I initially contacted the State for assistance with our CAO and have

maintained a working relationship with them since then.

2. What, if anything, did you know about GAP and GAP analysis before your involvement

with this project?

I knew that it is a quasi-public domain GIS with its own language, routines, and

algorithms. It is not something which I have used since we have our own GIS system—

we can do almost everything we need here with our existing facilities.

3. In your own words, please describe GAP and explain why it was conducted.

It’s a specific system for grouping data, algorithms, and other information. It was our

choice of tool to define the Wildlife Corridors and Landscape Linkages categories in our

CAO.

4. What was your understanding of the potential outcome of this implementation project

when it was initiated? In other words, what did you think might be possible through the

application of this data?

Obviously I was expecting that some data would be generated, a report would be written,

our current CAO would be evaluated, and some opportunities for open space would be
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identified. We also expected that the GAP information would be used in conjunction with

other land cover data to target some areas for designation or acquisition. We also

expected the results to be shared between WDFW, the County, and the Public Lands

Council.

5. How do the end results differ from your expectations, if at all?

I am pleased at the level of detail, both in the report and in the GIS analysis. I was also

pleased to see that much of the species information was also examined within the five

counties surrounding Spokane County, to find connections crossing the County boundary.

6. How have you used and how do you intend to use the results of the pilot project?

The data and the text should help us to define areas of open space for our comprehensive

plan. We will also reexamine the CAO from the perspective of a broader look at

biodiversity, because we now feel there are some issues raised during this project which

should be addressed by the ordinance. Also, people in County government will want to

take a more comprehensive look at the CAO.

7. How could the analysis have been conducted differently or presented differently to

make it more useful to your needs?

If the analysis had been conducted using ARC/INFO and GRID the GIS component

would have been easier for me to use. Timing is another issue—it would have been good

for the results to be presented to either the planning commission or the County

commissioners. Frequently, decision makers hear too much from staff, and it is nice for

them to hear outside views whenever possible.

8. In your opinion, what is the major advantage or benefit associated with using GAP

data for land use planning decisions (or land trust acquisition decisions, wildlife

management decisions, etc.)? What is the major shortcoming?

Basically, the main advantage is that it’s science and it’s good data. It is hard to make

decisions which run contrary to what data is showing you—it’s difficult for decision
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makers to contradict what is displayed on the map. We’re pretty dependent upon GIS, and

I would place GAP data into this category as well. A good example of this is the land

cover analysis which was conducted last summer for WDFW—this was a much different

approach than what we’ve had in the past.

9. Could your organization have conducted this analysis if it had a proven step-wise

methodology to follow? Or would outside expertise have been necessary?

I think so, but it might not have been high up on our priority list. Let’s say an appeal was

filed because the ordinance didn’t look at biodiversity—well, at that point we would have

had to conduct this analysis or something similar. So, yes, we could have done it, but

would we have done it? Honestly it depends upon what’s “jabbing us in the backside.”

10. Would your organization have engaged in this pilot project if it needed to pay market

rate consultant fees for this analysis? What if it were not a pilot project and had been

conducted and implemented successfully in other jurisdictions (counties, regions,

municipalities, etc.)?

Well, probably wouldn’t have. There was kind of an assumption that we’d covered the

GMA requirements for the CAO reasonably well. But then we saw some areas where we

could look at the bigger biodiversity picture. You see, it is a challenge to get County

commissioners to leap from heron rookeries to biodiversity, to focusing on the whole that

makes the one thing possible. Our hands were full just developing the CAO. Maybe in the

future we will amend the CAO, but to do this we will have to provide a lot of education

to our decision makers. Many of them don’t have the kind of background that would

make it easy for them to appreciate the importance of biodiversity, so we need to break it

down into smaller pieces at first. We have already looked at many elements of

biodiversity, such as soils, geologic features, and rare, threatened and endangered species.

This type of approach is more palatable to decision makers, and now that they are

familiar with it, it might be time to go back and address these larger issues.
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11. What advice regarding GAP would you give to other governments, agencies, or

organizations interested in using this information to plan for biodiversity?

Education is the real key. Decision maker--and everyone else involved--need to

understand the process, methodologies, and results they can expect. For decision makers,

they need to know what they’re going to end up with. They need to be asked, what do we

want? What’s the tool? How do we implement it? How do we enforce it?

KEVIN ROBINETTE, REGIONAL HABITAT BIOLOGIST WITH THE

WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE

1. How did you become involved with the Spokane County Gap Implementation Project?

Howard Ferguson first contacted me and explained the project.

2. What, if anything, did you know about GAP and GAP analysis before your involvement

with this project?

I knew quite a bit about GAP before this project. I was working in Utah, and we were in

the process of receiving the finished project from Utah State University when I left.

3. In your own words, please describe GAP and explain why it was conducted.

GAP is a predictive model for describing the location and conservation status of

vertebrates using a satellite-derived vegetation map in conjunction with wildlife habitat

relationship models.

4. What was your understanding of the potential outcome of this implementation project

when it was initiated? In other words, what did you think might be possible through the

application of this data?

We were hoping it would provide the County with a map of two categories of critical

areas which they had not yet located or mapped.

Are these two categories the Wildlife Corridors and Landscape Linkages?
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Yes.

5. How do the end results differ from your expectations, if at all?

The end results are pretty close to my expectations. The studio group was able to come up

with the map, but had to modify some of the definitions in the CAO, so that’s a little bit

different. The map is the same as my expectations.

6. How have you used and how do you intend to use the results of the pilot project?

We’ve already used it to analyze Conservation Futures properties. We are evaluating

these proposed sites for habitat quality, and the map of corridors and linkages is being

used as an additional filter in this process. Howard and I also plan to do a little bit of field

work to determine if the corridors are in fact being used by some of the larger mammals.

What is the conservation futures program?

The Conservation Futures program is a voter approved program which raises taxes on

property by levying $6 on every $100,000 of assessed value, and I think it works out to

about $6 million total. The priorities for acquisition are determined by a citizen panel,

who make a recommendation to the County commissioners, who have the final say.

7. How could the analysis have been conducted differently or presented differently to

make it more useful to your needs?

I don’t really know how to answer that—it seems to work pretty well. I would like to

have a higher degree of comfort concerning the GAP data, the models, and the overall

level of accuracy. What’s missing is an assessment of the errors of omission and the

errors of commission.

8. In your opinion, what is the major advantage or benefit associated with using GAP

data for land use planning decisions (or land trust acquisition decisions, wildlife

management decisions, etc.)? What is the major shortcoming?
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Well, the major disadvantage, as I just mentioned, is the uncertainty of the predictive

nature of the data. The advantage is that the scale is just about right, if maybe not a little

too big, for regional planning.

9. Could your organization have conducted this analysis if it had a proven step-wise

methodology to follow? Or would outside expertise have been necessary?

Yes, WDFW could have conducted this analysis. They could probably have easily

followed the cook-book approach, but would most likely have looked only at the corridor

and linkage stuff, and not as much at the open space issues.

10. Would your organization have engaged in this pilot project if it needed to pay market

rate consultant fees for this analysis? What if it were not a pilot project and had been

conducted and implemented successfully in other jurisdictions (counties, regions,

municipalities, etc.)?

Yes, but maybe not in the same way or as quickly. We were sort of on the hot seat for

these two definitions, and were even thinking about changing some of our PHS

definitions as a solution. So, yes, at the level of the regional biologists, I think something

like this would have been done at some point. I also think that there is always a little

resistance in Olympia to trying anything new, at least at first.

11. What advice regarding GAP would you give to other governments, agencies, or

organizations interested in using this information to plan for biodiversity?

Make sure you recognize the coarse filter nature of GAP and use it in conjunction with

fine filter data. It is also really important to remember that GAP is just a predictive

model, it is not the be-all end-all solution, and must be used with other data and requires

follow up analysis.
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CHRIS DEFOREST, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE INLAND NORTHWEST

LAND TRUST

1. How did you become involved with the Spokane County Gap Implementation Project?

I don’t remember. I believe I was contacted by Pat Iolavera [a student from the studio

class] about two months after I started this job.

2. What, if anything, did you know about GAP and GAP analysis before your involvement

with this project?

I had heard the term in graduate school, about ten years ago, but I had since forgotten

what it is.

3. In your own words, please describe GAP and explain why it was conducted.

It is a scientific tool based on the landscape used to assess biodiversity, and can also be

used as a tool to assess different conservation strategies. I may not be able to explain all

of the technical intricacies, but I am glad it exists.

4. What was your understanding of the potential outcome of this implementation project

when it was initiated? In other words, what did you think might be possible through the

application of this data?

I was expecting that this project would be able to tell me, on a large level, the location of

the most important areas from a biodiversity point of view. At a smaller scale, I was

expecting to receive some information about the owners of the land in these important

areas. I was hoping to be able to generate a mailing list from this information.

5. How do the end results differ from your expectations, if at all?

The end results differed in two ways. First, the project was not able to produce the kind of

information at the parcel level I was hoping for. Second, the results were actually far

more useful than I thought they would be, in giving my conservation strategy credibility

with the public, with foundations for grant applications, and with neighborhood groups in
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the areas identified as corridors and linkages. It has also served as a source of credibility

and validation in my conversations with agencies and landowners.

6. How have you used and how do you intend to use the results of the pilot project?

It is the centerpiece of our land protection work this year and for the foreseeable future. It

provides the basis for our “Threads of Hope” project.

7. How could the analysis have been conducted differently or presented differently to

make it more useful to your needs?

The report provides good information in terms of “here are the important areas,” but as I

mentioned before, it could have been a lot more specific at the parcel level. As far as the

presentation is concerned, for my needs it would be useful to have an easily reproducible

black and white version of some of the maps, particularly the “Spokane County Wildlife

Corridors and Landscape Linkages” map, as well as a 3’ x 4’ version.

8. In your opinion, what is the major advantage or benefit associated with using GAP

data for land use planning decisions (or land trust acquisition decisions, wildlife

management decisions, etc.)? What is the major shortcoming?

The benefit from our view is that this approach focuses on the most important areas to

protect. Without this information, we would be operating by hunch and expert guess. This

approach allows us to avoid the curse of most land trusts:  winding up with a bunch of

freckles on the map. Of course, we don’t ignore those landowners in the “white areas”

when they approach us.

9. Could your organization have conducted this analysis if it had a proven step-wise

methodology to follow? Or would outside expertise have been necessary?

Before this project was conducted, we had contracted to have large format mylar overlays

done for the counties we operate in, and they are nowhere near as useful as the materials

we received from UW. In fact, I would like to see if there is some way to have this same

analysis done for our other counties.
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10. Would your organization have engaged in this pilot project if it needed to pay market

rate consultant fees for this analysis? What if it were not a pilot project and had been

conducted and implemented successfully in other jurisdictions (counties, regions,

municipalities, etc.)?

If Pat hadn’t called me, no we would not have become involved in this project because

we would not have heard about it. Our involvement mostly came about because of

timing—our organization was in search of a strategy, and this seemed to have the

potential to help us. If we’d had to pay, we could probably have afforded something on

the order of $500 or less, but definitely no more than $1,000. Many other land trusts are

interested in what you’ve done here.

11. What advice regarding GAP would you give to other governments, agencies, or

organizations interested in using this information to plan for biodiversity?

I would advise any other land trust to grab onto this information and use it to chart a land

protection strategy. This is an incredibly useful tool for choosing where to work. It is a

good use of data, it is credible, and it is solid.



APPENDIX C:  METHODS USED TO CONDUCT WASHINGTON GAP

From Cassidy et al. 1997.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Washington State Gap Analysis Project (WAGAP) were to map

land cover; model the distributions of terrestrial vertebrates; identify land cover types,

vertebrate species, and areas of high vertebrate species richness inadequately represented

on protected areas; and make these data available to users in a readily accessible format.

To achieve the latter, data and results are reported in both a hard-copy and digital format.

The hard-copy format is a five volume report. Volume 1 is a description of current land

cover and its conservation status. Volumes 2, 3, and 4 are atlases for herpetofauna,

mammals, and birds, respectively. This volume, Volume 5, is a summary and analysis of

the information presented in the first four volumes, with our conclusions concerning

conservation priorities.

METHODS

To facilitate land cover classification, vertebrate modeling, and analysis, we divided the

state into 13 ecoregions and 31 vegetation zones. Ecoregions are contiguous areas of

generally similar climate and geologic history (e.g., the Northeast Cascades and

Columbia Basin). Vegetation zones are areas over which similar assemblages of natural

vegetation communities tend to form. The vegetation zones we identified were:

� nine steppe zones:  Blue Mountains Steppe, Palouse, Three-tip Sage, Klickitat

Meadow Steppe, Bitterbrush, Central Arid Steppe, Wheatgrass/Fescue, Canyon

Grassland, and Big Sage/Fescue;
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� eleven east-side forest zones:  Oak, Ponderosa Pine, Interior Douglas-fir, Grand Fir,

Interior Redcedar and Interior Western Hemlock (combined for analysis), and

Subalpine Fir, plus two minor Blue Mountains zones and two minor Mount Adams

zones;

� nine west-side forest zones;  four “Puget-Willamette Trough” zones (Willamette

Valley, Cowlitz River, Woodland/Prairie Mosaic, Puget Sound Douglas-fir), plus the

Sitka Spruce, Western Hemlock, Olympic Douglas-fir, Silver Fir, and Mountain

Hemlock; and

� two high-elevation zones:  Alpine/Parkland and Permanent Ice/Snow.

Vegetation zones indicate ecologically similar environmental conditions. They are not the

equivalent of a potential vegetation map. We used vegetation zones as the primary

framework for our analyses because zones provide a more appropriate ecological context

than political state boundaries. Other advantages of using zones are:  1) natural

communities are in a continual state of flux while zones are relatively static; 2) zonal

analysis is less affected by potential errors in land cover interpretation; and 3) predicted

vertebrate species’ distributions are greatly improved by considering both zone and actual

land cover rather than actual land cover alone.

Current land cover within each vegetation zone was mapped using 1991 Landsat satellite

Thematic Mapper imagery at a nominal 100-hectare minimum mapping unit by on-screen

digitization using spectrally-clustered satellite imagery as a backdrop. Some landscape

features smaller than 100 hectares were mapped if they were important to vertebrate

distributions (e.g. islands and wetlands).

Distributions of terrestrial vertebrate species were modeled by intersecting each species’

range limits with suitable habitats. We assigned codes to indicate habitat quality for each

species based on ecoregion, vegetation zone, and land cover within the zone. Vegetation

zones within an ecoregion were designated as “core” or “peripheral,” where core zones
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were those in which the species was most common and peripheral zones were those in

which the species occurred but was rare or the zone was believed to be a population sink.

Habitat suitability of land cover within a zone was designated as “good,” “adequate,” or

“contingently suitable.” Good habitats were those in which the species was known to

occur and breed successfully. Adequate habitats were those in which the species occurred

but was rarer, or the habitat was believed to be a population sink. Contingently suitable

habitats were those that were potentially good if they contained a feature that was below

the mapping resolution of the project and that was not likely to occur in all habitats of

similar designation (e.g., a talus slope or a pond below our mapping resolution but

sufficiently large that the feature was unlikely to be in all macro-habitats).

A land ownership and management cover for the State was obtained from the Washington

Department of Natural Resources and modified with small corrections, additions, and

further separation of some ownership types. It was converted to a Conservation Status

cover by assigning four Conservation Status categories. Status 1 lands are those

maintained in a natural state (e.g., National parks and Wilderness Areas); Status 2 lands

are those maintained mostly in a natural state but with some extractive uses (National

Wildlife Refuges, State Wildlife Areas, National Recreation Areas); Status 3 lands have

some protection from development but are subject to either broad, low-intensity or locally

intense extractive uses (National Forest multiple use lands, Washington Department of

Natural Resource Trust lands, most Bureau of Land Management lands); and Status 4

lands are lands with little or no legislated protection (private lands, Tribal lands, most

Department of Defense and Department of Energy lands). In practice, Status 1 and 2

lands were usually treated similarly with respect to conservation status.

The protection status of land cover was assessed using two methods:  1) the percent of the

vegetation zone in Conservation Status 1 and 2 lands and 2) a Conservation Priority

Index:
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CPI = ((100 - % protected)/(100 - % converted)) *log(total area in the zone)

Where “% converted” refers to the percentage of the zone converted to agriculture or

development and “% protected” refers to the percentage of the zone in Status 1 and 2

lands.

The protection status of vertebrates was assessed using several methods:  1) for each

vertebrate species, we calculated its total predicted distribution, the percentage of its

distribution on Status 3 lands, and the percentage of its distribution of Status 1 or 2 lands;

2) vertebrate species richness of various taxonomic groups and assemblages was mapped

by overlaying predicted species’ distributions; and 3) areas of high vertebrate richness

were mapped according to Conservation Status. The effects of basing vertebrate richness

analyses on presence/absence versus the most suitable habitats for each species were also

explored.

Results of these analyses (i.e., identification of “gaps” in the protection of land cover and

vertebrate species) formed the basis of our conclusions concerning conservation

priorities.


